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Rep. Henley
returns wages
from recent
special session
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Fifth District Rep. Melvin
Henley is one of only two lawmakers to return paychecks
received for attending last
month's special session in
Frankfort to the state's treasury.
Henley, D-Murray refused to
accept his pay for doing his part
in passing a state budget after
the legislature failed to do so
during the regular legislative
session earlier this year, according
to
an
Associated
Press report
this morning.
"I just feel
like we should
have
gotten
the
budget
done during
the
regular
session.''
Henley
Henley said. "1
just felt like it wasn't right to
take a salary for something we
should have already done."
The only other lawmaker to
refuse the pay, so far, is
Democrat Jim Wayne of
Louisville.
Henley sent a check for
$623.70 to the treasury to cover
his salary, according to documents obtained
by
The
Associated Press through an
open records request.
The Legislative Research

•See Pa9.-4 3

Elcctions Bd. opts for
new voting machines
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Elections is counting the cost
of purchasing new, state-of-theart voting machines that would
make balloting easier and faster
while eliminating most errors.
Board members Dottie Lyons
and Dave Foley. representing
Democrats and Republicans
respectively, proposed during a
special-called meeting at the
Calloway County Clerk's office

II See Page 2
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Associate provosts named at MSU
Duncan, Morgan
to begin their
duties July 1
Staff Report
Murray State Urns ersity officials have announced the
appointment of Dr. Renae
Duncan and Dr. Jay Morgan as
associate provosts. The positions will take effect July 1 and

they will work
Dr.
with
Bonnie
Higginson,
who will officially become
the provost and
vice president
for academic
affairs at MSU
on that same Duncan
date.
According to a press release

from
MSU,
Duncan will
become associate provost
of undergraduate education.
She brings 10
years of experience as chair
of the MSU
department of Morgan
psychology. A
member of Murray State's fac-

ulty since 1993, Duncan holds a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology
from Florida State University.
Her strong background in
teaching, advising and research
are critical to her new role as
she takes over the responsibility
of overseeing numerous undergraduate initiatives including
retention, undergraduate program assessment, academic
advising, honors education and
service learning.

Morgan, who has been on the
faculty of Murray State since
1997, has been named associate
provost of graduate education
and research. Currently, he
serves as the graduate coordinator for the school of agriculture.
Morgan completed his Ph.D. in
agricultural
education
at
Oklahoma State University in
1998. He has an excellent

•See Page 3

C.C. Health
Department
sponsoring
new clinic
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Health
Department is now sponsoring a
new clinic providing psychological services for specialneeds children that may save
families a long trip to
Louisville.
Department manager Linda
Cavitt said two pediatricians
and two psychologists from the
Weisskoph Child Evaluation
Center, a division of the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine Department of
Pediatrics, recently held :1 clinic
in Murray.
About 16 children were
served during the program.
"The Weisskoph Center was
established to help children vs ho
have special needs realize their
full potential. At WCEC, children with developmental, learning. and behavioral disorders
receive appropriate diagnostic
and intervention services."
Cavitt said there are plans for
WCEC to provide an outreach
clinic at the center on Memory
Lane two to four times per year.
-This allows area families to
receive the services they need
the
travel
to
without
Louisville," Cavitt said.
WCEC takes referrals to their
program from a wide range of
sources including area physicians. therapists. school systems, and nurses. Dr. Terri

•See Page 3

RYSER LOUGH/Ledger 8 TIrrses
MES OPEN HOUSE The staff at Murray Elementary SJ,00l he a summer open house this week for '2tudents and parents. Pictured above, members of the Parent Teacher t irganization offer to parc:-its various MES items including lunchboxes, T-shirts anc; bags.

'Radio Hams'to join in national deployment
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
MSU Amateur Radio Club
"Hams" from the Murray
State University Amateur
Radio Club will join with thousands of Amateur Radio operators who will be showing off
their emergency capabilities
this weekend.
Over the past years, the news

has been full of reports of ham
radio operators providing critical communications during
unexpected emergencies in
towns across America, including the California wildfires,
the 2009 Ice Storm in
Kentucky, tornadoes and other
events worldwide. During
Hurricane Katrina, Amateur

Radio — often called "Ham
Radio" - was often the only
way people could communicate, and hundreds of volunteer "hams" traveled south to
save lives and property.
On the weekend of June 2627. the public will have a
chance to meet and talk with
members of local Emergency

Management as well as MSU
ARC ham radio operators and
see for themselves what the
Amateur Radio Service is
about. Showing the newest
digital and satellite capabilities, voice comm,,nications
and even historical Morse

IN See Page 2
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Annual Rolling Hills
Garden Tour Sunday
TODAY

90s

90s

70s

70s
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Daily Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday Partly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs
around 90.
night Parity
Thursday
cloudy with a 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Lows around 70
Friday. Parity sunny with a
20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s.
Friday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the lower 70s.
clear.
Saturday Mostly
Highs in the lower 90s.
night.. Mostly
Saturday
clear. Lows in the lower 70s.

KYSER LOUGH Ledger 2. Times
A bumblebee flies around a cluster of bee balm flowers at the Helton residence on College
Farm Road. The garden is one of eight featured in the 2010 Rolling Hills Garden Tour on
Sunday. June 27
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ummer is here and the
growing season is in full
swing after a very wet
month of May, which was very
beneficial for landscape plants.
These weather conditions have
brought flower gardens and
water features into a time when
they look their hest just in time
to be featured on the Rolling
Hills Garden Tour.
For 2010, the tour features
numerous gardens in Murray
and Calloway County which
range from beautifully maintained yards with colorful
flower gardens to large perennial and rose cottage gardens to
large ponds and waterfalls in
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various settings. Each residence
on the tour offers something different and they are packed with
ideas that others can borrow and
learn more about.
The Rolling Hills Garden Tour
will be held Sunday, June 27.
from 1-5 p.m. Maps of the tour
sites are free to the public and
may be picked up at Rolling
Hills Nursery on Friday and
Saturday before the tour date.
For more information, call the
nursery at 270-753-1725.
Eight gardens are featured in
this year's tour. First is the
Harrison residence at 1581
Almo Road. It is described as a

II See Page 2
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II Voting machines...
From Front
Wednesday looming, that a federal grant to purchase 28 new
machines at a cost of about
$4.(KX) each he used this year
and phase out older Shouptronic
equipment.
"We think its time to get new
machines." Lyons said, pointing
out that the newer machines
would help to avoid recounts and
en-ors and are much easier for
oters to use.
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr. and Chief
Deputy
Sheriff
Clayton
Hendncks. a third board member.
also agreed to the move. Coursey
said the new machines produce a
better "paper trail" that can he
used to verify electronic voting
results and ensure an accurate as
well as a faster and more efficient
count.
Coursey said he would begin
looking into the move to see
exactly how much it would cost
the county apart from grant funding. Of course, the board would
take proposals for bids to save
taxpayer dollars in obtaining the
new equipment. The county may
also have to purchase stands for
the approved equipment. Coursey
said most counties in Kentucky.
such as Graves. have chosen to
purchase new e-Scan paper-ballot
scanning equipment produced by
the same manufacturer as the
eSlate now used in Calloway.
If the move is approved by the
hoard, the clerk's office would
have to purchase three more
machines at a cost of about
$12,000 to cover the county's 31
precincts. The grant would cover
the cost of purchasing machines
for 28 precincts: the number of
precincts in the county when the
grant request was made.
During the May primary.
Calloway had to borrow a few
older Shouptronic machines from
Graves County to cover all of
Calloway's precinct. When
Coursey's
office contacted
Graves election officials to report
that the machines would be
returned as soon as possible, they
were surprised at the response.
"They preay much told us we
could keep them. They didn't
want them back,- he said.

Kentucky

I tic neLier equipment will also
allow the clerk's office to arrive at
a final count much faster than is
now possible: probably less than
an hour.
Also during the meeting.
Coursey told board members that
reports from election sheriffs for
the May Primary election have
been turned over to a Calloway
County Grand Jury for review
The niove is required by state law
in Kentucky. The jury will decide
whether there were any Irregularities that need to be corrected
before the next election.
Coursey also announced that 4
p.m. on Tuesday. Aug. 10. is the
deadline for Independent candidates that tiled statement of intent
paperwork earlier this year to get
their required petitions turned in
if they want to appear on the
November ballot. This year at
least one person has filed both his
intent and petition to run as an
Independent: Sam White who has
filed his intent to run against
Democrat Bobby Stubblefield and
Republican Vernon Anderson for
the Third Magisterial District seat
on Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Murray resident Janus Vilardo
has filed a statement of intent to
run as an Independent for the
office of Calloway County
Coroner, according to clerk's
office records. If Vilardo files the
required petition, she will face off
with Democrat Rick Harris and
Republican Ricky Stewart for the
position in November.
August 10 also serves as a filing
deadline for anyone wanting to
run for mayor in Hazel or any one
of six Hazel City Council positions. Also, two positions will be
up for election on the Calloa,u"
County Schools Board of
Education and three positions on
the Murray Indepenuent Board of
Education.
Coursey said all candidates facing opposition in the upcoming
November 2 General Election are
asked to gather in the clerk's
office at 2 p.m. on Thursday,
August 12 to draw for ballot positions.

News in Brief
101st Airborne soldiers killed in Afghanistan
FoRT CAMPBELL. 1..".y. iAPI -- -Iwo soldiers assigned to the
101st Airborne Division have been killed in Afghanistan.
Officials at Fort Campbell say the infantrymen died when a suicide bomber detonated a device ne 0 to a traffic control point on
Monday.
Those killed were 22-year-old Spc. Andrew R. Looney of
Owasso, Okla.. and 19-year-old Pfc. David R. Miller of Wilton.
N.Y.
A news release from Fort Campbell says Looney joined the
Army in July 2007 and arnved at the post on the Kentucky
Tennessee border in February 2009. He is survived by his parents,
Martha and Cleo Looney of Owasso.
Miller enlisted in July 2009 and arrived at Fort Campbell in
November.
He is survived by his mother. Leslie Miller. of Wilton. New
York: and father. Jesse Miller of Madison Heights, Va.
Both soldiers were members of Company C'.. 2nd Battalion
327th Infantry Regiment. 1st Brigade Combat Team

Army human resources moving to Fort Knox
FORT KNOX. Ky.(API — A ceremony being held at Fort Knox
this week will mark the relocation of the Army's Human
Resources Command to the Kentucky post.
The unit is consolidating operations from Alexandria, Va.;
Indianapolis: and St. Louis, Mo., to Fort Knox under a 2005
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission decision.
The ceremony Friday' morning will feature the unit's uncasing of
its flag, which was cased ill a protective sheath and moved from
Alexandria.

Soldier indicted on weapons, explosives charges
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A Fort Campbell soidier has been
indicted on charges he sold a machine gun and a land mine to an
undercover federal agent.
A grand jury handed up the indictment Wednesday of 22-yearold Eric David Waldman of Clarksville, Tenn., on two counts of
transfer of a machine gun. and one count of distribution of explosive materials.
Authorities arrested Waldman. an active duty infantryman with
Company A, 1st Battalion. 506th Infantry, 101st Airborne
Division, earlier this month.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives resident
agent in charge Kevin Kelm said Waldman sold a machine gun
and a land mine to an agent in Oak Grove, Ky.,just outside the
installation.

Fancy
Nancy
Photos proLided
University Book and Bean
recentiy held a Fancy
Nancy Tea Soiree in the
bookstore. Event organizers
say the party wac fi." of
girls feeling glamorous and
spark y as they dresseC up
and played pretend.

Man indicted in police officer's death
LEXINGTON, Ky.(API — A grand jury has indicted a
Lexington man on a murder charge in the hit-and-run death of .1
police officer.
The indictment Tuesday said 33-year-old Glenn Doneghy "knew
or should have known that du;. _cident resulted in the death or
serious injury of a person."
Officer Bryan Durman died in April after being struck by a sport
utility vehicle while investigating a loud music complaint.

•Garden Tour...
From Front

ORAL 84

AXIL.LbEAC:1AL
SURGERY
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
would like to welcome Dr. Will Pledger
as the newest member of our medical
staff.
Dr. Pledger is a Board Certified Ora' and

"beautifully manicured yard
with many colorful garden
arzas." Next is the Flynn residence on 1555 Aimo Road
which has "perennials and a collection of unusual plants that fill
this cottage garden." Next is the
Bloodworth residence on 304
North 10th Street, a "shady and
inviting smaller garden filled
with perennials and flowers."
Next is the McConnachie residence at 102 South 6th Street
with a "wrap-around deck with
a bridge over a large water garden." Next is the Helton residence on 1806 College Farm

Road with "extensive perennial
and shrub borders and pathways
that create a wonderful English
garden." Next is the Jegenyes
residence on 1404 Oakhill
Drive that features "two large
water gardens with waterfalls in
a beautiful setting." Next is the
Shaw residence on 95 Brittany
Lane with "a large fishpond and
waterfall which are the focal
point of this backyard." Finally,
the Griefenkamp residence on
175 Hyatt Drive features a
"peaceful secluded backyard
with a large water garden. fire
pit and arbor-covered outdoor
living space."

Maxillofacial Surgeon who received his
dental degree and residency training at
the University of Tennessee, Memphis.
He has served as an Air Force Oral and
Maxillofacial Surgeon for the past five
years
He and his wife, Jill, along with their
three children, have relocated to the
Murray area.
Murray Hospital is excited to welcome
Dr. Will Pledger and his family to our
community.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL WELCOMES DR. WILL PLEDGER
PRQF_E5S10NAL.SCHQ01.
'flivt,,,,ity
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•'Radio Hams'...
From Front

at the Industry & Technology
(I&T) Building on the campus
code, hams from across the
USA will be holding public of Murray State University with
demonstrations of emergency more than 24 hours of continuous operation beginning around
communications abilities.
This annual event, called noon, on Saturday. June 26. This
"Field Day" is the climax of the year the MSU ARC' is "exercisweek long "Amateur Radio
ing" the Murray-Calloway
Week" sponsored by the ARRL,
County
Emergency Operations
the national association for
Amateur Radio. Using only Center(EOC)in Room 235 and
emergency power supplies, ham the second floor patio area adjaoperators will construct emer- cent to room.
gency stations in parks. shopAs this is a practice exercise
ping malls, schools and back- of
the community's EOC operayards around the country. Their
tions, in addition to participaslogan. "When All Else Fails,
Ham Radio Works" is more than tion in the official Field Day
Just words to the hams as they 2010 activities, the members of
prove they can send messages in the amateur radio club invite the
many: forms without the use of public to come and sec ham
phone systems. Internet or any radio's
new capabilities and
other infrastructure that can be
learn how to get their own FCC'
compromised in a crisis. More
than 35,0(X) amateur radio oper- radio license before the next disators across the country partici- aster strikes.
pated in last year's event.
There are more than 650,0(X)
"We hope that people will Amateur Radio licensees in the
come and see for themselves, US. and more than
2.5 million
this is not your grandfather's
around the world. Through the
radio anymore," said Allen Pitts.
Amateur
Radio
W I AGP. of the ARRL. "The ARRL's
communications that ham radio Emergency Services program,
people can quickly create have ham volunteers provide emersaved many lives when other gency' communications for
systems failed or were over- thousands of state
and local
loaded. And besides that - it's
emergency response agencies,
fun."
all for free.
In the Murray area, the
To learn more about Amateur
Murray
State
University
Amateur Radio Club will be Radio, go to www.emergencydemonstrating Amateur Radio radio.org.
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'SMOKE CLOSING: Pictured above are the cast of the Playhou3e in the Park's production of
"Smoke on the Mountain." The show is at 7 p.m. Fnday and Saturday and the final performance will be at 2.30 p.m. Sunday. For tickets, visit www.playhouseinthepark.net or call 7591752.
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Purchase Players debut 'Jungle Book'

;day of 22-yearn two counts of
ibution of explo-

Barry Danowski
"It's also special because we
Purchase Players Publicity
have several campers who are
Twenty-seven children are on stage for the first time. They
primed to take the stage during also seem so excited."
Purchase Players' performance
"Our older kids have set an
of "The Jungle Book."
example," Wright said of the
For two weeks, the children cast. "They know what to do.
have participated in Purchase This hasn't been as much of a
Players Kids Kamp - an intense challenge as I thought that it
theatre camp where children would be. We have kids already
ages 6-12 learn various aspects MT book (after five days)."
of theatre and prepare for a proThe story is an incredible tale
duction.
of Mowgli, a young boy raised
Purchase Players' perform- by wolves. With the help of his
ance of "The Jungle Book" friends - the bear Baloo, the
(adapted from The "Mowgli" panther Bagheera and the
Stories of Rudyard Kipling) python Kaa - Mowgli learns the
runs this weekend with shows ways of the jungle. Many of the
Friday and Saturday night at 7 jungle boy's adventures are gripp.m. and a Sunday afternoon ping, like the time he encounters
the hooded cobra who guards
showing at 2 p.m.
"It's special because we have the treasure vault in the
only had two weeks to put the Deserted City. The coconutshow together." said 'Jungle tossing monkeys who take him
Book'co-director Justus Wright. prisoner. are hysterical. But the
jungle is also dangerous, for it is
the home of Shere Khan, the
man-eating tiger who has vowed
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to destroy Mowgli. With his
fawning jackal follower, Shere
Khan plots to take control of the
jungle. Mowgli must use all his
strength and courage to stop
Shere Khan before it is too late.
Wright and
co-director
Samantha Doran praised a group
of teen counselors who are seasoned Purchase Players veterans
that have helped in various
capacities - from helping out on
stage to playing theatre games.
"The camp counselors have
been a huge help," Wright said
"Some are in the show, but they
are all ready to do whatever
needs to be done."
Tickets for "The Jungle
Book" will be on sale at the
Community; Performing Arts
Center box office one hour prior
to each performance. Tickets are
S8- Tor'pre information, conraPu4ase Players at 2519035 or visit Purchase Players
on the web at www.purchaseplayers.coru.

Murray State's public radio
service. 91.3 FM, WKMS airs a
special broadcast of the WKMS
News weekly newsmagazine
"The Front Page" on Friday.
June 25 and Sunday. June 27.
The broadcast features profiles
of Kentucky's 10 most influential politicians of the 20th
Century. The order of the profiles, from least to most influential, will be determined by listeners voting their preference at
the
station's
website.
www.wkins.org.
The series looks at the lives
and careers of Governors A.B.
"Happy" Chandler, Bert Combs.
and Martha Layne Collins; U.S.
Congressmen Carl Perkins, Hal
Rogers. and William Natchez.;
U.S. Senators Wendell Ford,
John Sherman Cooper, and current minority leader Mitch
McConnell, . and U.S. Vice
President Alben Barkley.
The series was produced in
conjunction with Kentucky
Public Radio commemorating
the Kentucky State Capitol
Centennial. WEKU's News
Director Charles Compton coordinated the project and KPR
correspondents provided the
individual profiles. WKMS'
"Front Page" and "Morning
Edition" host Todd Hatton produced the installment on
Congressman, Senator, and Vice
President Alben Barkley of
Paducah.
Kentucky Public Radio is a
consortium
of
the
Commonwealth's public radio
stations working in concert to
comprehensive
provide
statewide news and information.
WKMS is a proud member of
the KPR family.
WKMS broadcasts at 91.3
FM. Murray with 100.000

watts; WKMS HD-1 and all
classical WKMS HD-2; 90.9
WKMD, Madisonville; 89.5
WKMT. Fulton; 99.5 Paris, TN:
all classical 92.5 Paducah and
105.1
Madisonville;
and
wkms.org. The station's coverage area includes western
Kentucky,
southernmost
Illinois. and
northwestern

The world of orange
As I am typing this column, most everyone
the country of the Netherlands is glued to their
TVs watching the first World Cup match of
i he Netherlands versus Denmark in
Johannesburg, South Africa. The match is
being played at 130 p.m. our time so most
employers have given their employees the day
or afternoon off to watch the match. If that is
not the case, then you can be sure a TV has
been brought into their office or the radio is
playing very loudly.
Tulip
Voetball(football I or soccer as we
Talk
Americans know it is the national sport of the
Netherlands. Although the flag of the
Martha
Finney Andrus, Netherlands is red, white and blue horizontal
stripes. the official color of Holland is Orange.
Guest Writer
Oranje (orange) is displayed here proudly but
never more so than when the Netherlands is playing voetball.
Entire blocks in all cities around the country are decorated with
orange flags flying proudly, orange streamers and HUP HOLLAND signs (in other words, GO HOLLAND).

-,,
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• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents the
documentary "Mother and Child"
Friday through Sunday for the
next two weekends. For details
and show times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky Opry
will host the Start of Tomorrow
show at 8 p.m. Friday and "Sax
Man" Reggie Lafaye will perform
at the same time Saturday. At
10:30 a.m. each Sunday. they
will host Kentucky Lake Cowboy
Church. For tickets. call (270)
527-3869 or 1-888-459-8704.
Twilight
Theatre
Productions and Shirley Teach
Johnson present the world premiere of "Swan Song," by Chan
Chandler, at 8 p.m. June 23, 24.
30 and 31 at at the Renaissance
Center in downtown Cadiz.
Dinner will start at 630 p.m. and
there wilt be a special show at
LBL's Golden Pond Planetarium
at 7.30 p m. July 15. The show is
directed by Charles Edward Hall
and stars Ron Lynch and Justin
Pennington For reservations or
more information. call (270) 4362399.
• Land Between The Lakes
Century
19th
host
will
Photography with wet plate artist
Tim Parson on Saturday, July
3. from 10 a.m. to noon and 1-4
p.m at the Homeplace Living
History Farm. For more information on this programs and other
upcoming events, visit our online
at
calendar
www.lbt.orgICALGate.htin1 or
call 270-924-2000 or 800-5257077.
To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
753-1916
at
Teague
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• The Murray Art Guild will
display a naper applique exc Dillon by •Ic)(4,, Stokes-Casey
through Friday
• Land Between the Lakes'
Golden Pond Planetarium continues its laser shows and
Summer Nights program continues throughout the summer. For
reservations or more information, call (270) 924-2154 or look
at a complete schedule at
www.lbl.org.

Tennessee. Station funding
comes from listeners, underwriters, the C'orporation for
Public
Broadcasting.
and Murray State University. For
more information or to become
a member of WKMS and
receive station communications
call 800-599-4737 or visit
wkms.org.
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

a

FRIDAY. JULY 2. 2010
6430 AM • IkOOPM
2400 PM
4430 PM
4;30 PM - 9400PM
4430 PA - 10430PM

LOWE'S BACON IN THE SUN
SWUM ON THE SOUARE
TUMBLEWEED STREET FAIR
AT&T IUDS' ZONE
LION'S CLUB RED WHITE & BLUE
BLOCK PARTY

...
In the photos you can see an example of the dedicated fans of the
Netherlands. These pictures were taken from a Dutch friend,
Harriet Eijpen. and one who considers Murray, KY her second
home. Harriet's nephew and her two dogs are well dressed in support of their Dutch team and Harriet and a young man are pictured
with a South African supporter at the Amsterdam Arena.
_

SATURDAY. NU 3. 20/0
8400 AM
&MI AM
9.30 AM
8400 AM - 2400 PM
7400 PM

9:30PM

TUMBLEWEED STREET FAIR
AT&T KIDS ZONE
FHB BANK FREEDOM FEST
PARADE
BARK IN THE PARK
PINIIDOM FEST CONCERT:
SIERRA HULL & HWY Ill
AND KEVIN SKINNER
BRIGGS & STRATTON FIREWORKS
EXTRAVAGANZA
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SUNDAY. /ULY 4. 2010
1100 PM - 600 PM
530 PM - 8:00 PM
8:00 PM

FAMILY DAY IN THE PARK
(CENTRAL PARK)
MURRAY BANKS GOSPEL
EXPLOSKM
WOODMEN Of THE WORLD FLAG
RETIREMENT CEREMONY

Join us for a weekend of
family-friendly events!
For a Complete Schedule
tourinurray.own or 800.651.1603

•
1111
The Vviirld Cup and the coloi (/range will be a huge part of the
world in the Netherlands for the next two weeks. A few thousand
of us are also watching the U.S. team so for us it's HIT HOLLAND and HUP AN1ERIKA!!(Dutch spelling, I have not forgotten how to spell America. ha). The Dutch call the United States
Amerika instead of the 1' s.
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Census: More Americans
migrate elsewhere to find jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) and West such as .Arizotta.
Hurt by the still-sluggish econo- Neyada and Florida is slowing
my. Rust Belt cities and other due to the housing crunch. while
U.S. manufacturing regions are many big cities are gaining J.
suffering the biggest population they hold onto more residents.
losses as people search elseIn all, four of the 10 fastestwhere for jobs.
growing cities in 2(X$) were in
New census estimates for
Texas. which saw substantial
2009 highlight the continuing population gains due to a
effects of the recession on the stronger labor market and immination's cities.
grant growth. Frisco. a bedroom
The figures show (ley eland community outside of Dallas.
had the largest numerical ranked at the top. growing 6.2
decline in residents. dropping percent to
(2.41
people.
2.658. or nearly 1 percent. It was Other Texas gainers were
followed by Detroit, which lost McKinney. Round Rock and
1,713 people. and Flint. Mich.. Lewisville, increasing between
down 1.382.
3.3 percent and 5.5 percent.
Other
include
losers
In contrast, growth in
Baltimore. Buffalo. N.Y.. and Phoenix. Atlanta. Albuquerque.
Pittsburgh. as well as the Florida N.M.,
Las
Vegas
and
cities of Cape Coral and St. Jacksonville. Fla.. slowed by as
Petersburg. two retirement desti- much as 2.4 percentage points
nations on the Gulf Coast. They since 2006. Those cities were
as
older victims of a foreclosure crisis
declined
more
Americans stayed put in that made it harder for new resiCalifornia. the Northeast and dents to move in.
Texas.
"Steady growth will make
"Many baby boomers and Texas cities the big winners
young adults are still in a hold- when the 2010 census comes out
ing pattern.- said Mark Mather, next year.- said William H. Frey,
associate s ice president at the a demographer at Brookings
nonprofit Population Reference Institution.
Bureau. "They are staying close
The
Washington. D.C..
to big cities where most jobs are region continued its rapid
located, waiting for the econo- growth in 2(109, boosted largely
my and housing market to by federal government jobs.
bounce back before they make Alexandria and Arlington. both
their next move.located in Virginia near the
The numbers reflect an over- nation's capital. each added
all trend in which jobs have more than 3 percent to rank as
become a predominant factor in the fifth and seventh fastestU.S. migration as the govern- growing cities. respectively.
ment winds down its high-stakes
Other finding'.:
2010 census count. Growth in
-New Orleans was the
once-torrid regions in the South fourth fastest-growing city in

200). rising 5.4 percent from the
prey ious year. Still, its population of 354,850
s hie ecd
its pre-Hurriy.
of roughly 485.i AM
11 11 ). 1 lit:
city's population dipped in 2006
to about 210.000.
- Philadelphia added to
gains after successfully challenging its 2008 census estimates as too low. Its population
in 2009 increased to 1.55 million. Last December. the Census
Bureau increased the 2008 estimate by 93,000 people to 1.54
million after the city complained
it was being routinely undercounted. Philadelphia remains
the sixth largest city. having
been surpassed by Phoenix in
2007.
-New York was the nation's
most populous city, with 8.4
million residents. It was followed by Los Angeles, Chicago
and Houston. Others in the top
10 included San Antonio: San
Diego. Calif.; Dallas: and San
Jose. Calif.
The numbers are the last estimates for cities before the 2010
census is completed later this
year. Data from that official
head count will be used to
redraw legislative boundaries
and distribute More than $400
billion in federal aid.
The Census Bureau estimated
annual population totals as of
July I. 2009, for cities, defined
by boundaries of incorporated
areas. The agency used local
records of births and deaths,
Internal
Revenue
Service
records of people moving within
the U.S. and census statistics.
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In this June 18. 2909. file photo. the United States Customs and Border Protection's Office c
Air and Marine's unmanned aircraft. the Predator B. sits on display at Fort Drum, N.Y. The FAA
is under pressure to allow use of the drones along the U.S.-Mexican border.

U.S., Mexican border now
more fortified than ever
WASHINGTON (AP) You wouldn't know it front the
public debate, but the U.S.Mexico border is more fortified
now than it was even five years
ago. Far more agents patrol it.
more fences. barriers and technology protect it and taxpayers
are spending billions more to
reinforce it.
Despite those efforts, calls
for increased bottler security are
elbowing out cries for an overhaul of U S. immigration laws
and inducing Congress and the
administration to spend even
more money on border enforcement.
Securing the border remains
the prerequisite for any other
immigration reforms. That
leaves on hold any decision on
whether border security might
be improved by forcing illegal
immigrants to come forward, get
background checks and comply.
with other rules in exchange for
legal status. Also pushed aside is
any consideration of whether
more visas for temporary foreign workers would reduce illegal immigration and make better
use of law
enforcement
resources.
"Once we get the border
secured, then we can support a
lot of things," Senate Minonty
Whip Jon Kyl. R-Ariz.. said earlier this month. "Until then. it's

Report: U.S. cars top foreign
brands on quality for first time
WASHINGTON (AP) - those built by companies based
U.S. automakers have surpassed overseas.
foreign brands for the first time
It was the first time that has
in a sur‘ey that measures the happened in the 24 years the
quality of new cars and trucks.
industry research group has conJ.D. Power and Associates ducted the annual quality study
said Thursday that owners of that is a closely watched measvehicles made by Detroit ure of the durability and reliabilautomakers reported fewer ity. of vehicles.
problems on average during the
U.S. automakers have long
first 90 dayis of ownership than taftged foreign brands, especial-
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1243 Graham Road
SPACIOUS HOME ON TAT)BEAUTIFUL LOTS! This 4 bedroom. 3
bath home is located just 5 minutes from Murray State linisersny and
sits on a beautiful 2 acre country setting. Features include hardwood
floors. 2 fireplaces. 2 heat pumps. 2 hot water heaters. Pella ss
and spacious rooms. This propeny offers the serene prisacy of a home
in the county with all of the city amenities at our fingenips. Priced at
A199.500 MLS #57'70S.

711 Ntlain St.

753-1222

4° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Ibiss Jones Ind. Asg. .10279.21' 19.20
Air Products
68.45 • 0.5;
Apple
270.78 • 0.19
AT&l.
.25.36 - 0.08
BR&T
28.62 - 0.20
Bank of Ainerica
15.26-1.17
Briggs & Stratton
19.09 + 0.03
Bristol Myers Squibb
25.13 .0.11
Caterpillar
63.90 - 0.41
Cho rim Texaco Corp 71.88 • 0.38
DaimIt•r Chrysler
5432 + 0.20
[Fran Foods .._._.,-.-., ,.I0.43-Esson•Altibil- --60.77 .0.33
Ford Motor ..........------10.95 -0.08
General Electric
15.32 • 0.07
(;laraiSmithl(line ADR .,, 35.20 + 0.21
Goodrich ...-.----.--70.01 0.12
--II.78• 0.19
Goodyear

prices as of 9 a.m.

HopFed Bank'
I 11 %I
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
AlcIFonAlds
Merck
Microsoft
J.('. Penney Pepiaco, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc
Regions Financial
Sears Holding(orp__
Time V1arner
1.S Bancorp
%Nellroint Inc ,.,,,,........,
1N al-Alan

901 It 9A18 A
129.55 • 0.56
20.5$. 0.2.1
'1.18 • OMR
'2.63 + 0.29
68.42 • 0.21
%;22 • 0.19
25.51 + 0.211
24.24 - 0.42
62,49. 0.24
14.60 • 0.28
- 0.03
73.52 • 0.51
,.31,57 • 0.26
.22.86 • 0.27
52.78 • 0.25
50.59'0.22

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 11.-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square Murray, KY

ly those from Asian manufacturers like Toyota. which many
consumers believe produce
higher quality cars and trucks
than General Motors. Ford and
Chrysler.
But J.D. Power said Ford
Motor Co. showed some of the
biggest gains in quality imong
individual brands, moving into
the fifth spot. Porsche was the
top scorer. Toyota Motor Corp..
which has suffered through huge
safety recalls earlier this year,
saw its score drop.
"1/. kmestic automakers b e
made impressivt su ides in
steadily improving vehicle quality.- said David Sargent. J.D.
Power's vice president of global
research.
The study ranks vehicles
according to the number of
problems reported per 100 vehicles. The overall average for the
industry was 109 problems per
I(X) vehicles. That industry
average has fallen steadily over
the past decade.
U.S. manufacturers scored an
average of 108 problems, while
foreign companies posted 109
problems.
That is a marked difference
than just 10 years ago. when
import brands had far fewer initial problems than those made
by U.S. companies.
Luxury brands topped the
list. with Acura and MercedesBenz holding the second and
third spots.
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A senior Senate Democratic
aide said Wednesday evening
that several days' worth of negotiations with a handful of moderate Republicans had failed and
that a vote later this week to
break the filibuster was likely to
fail as well. Democrats would
then abandon the measure. The
aide required anonymity to
speak frankly about internal
party deliberations.
Failure to pass the bill would
mean about 2(X).000 jobless
people a week would lose benefits that average more than $3(X)
a week because they would be
unable to reapply for additional
tiers of benefits enacted since
2008. Governors denied help
with their budget woes are likely to lay off tens of thousands of
state workers.
A new Yersion was offered
Wednesday night by Majority
Leader Harry Reid and would

cut about $8 billion from a state
aid package dearly sought by the
nation's governors and tilmost
$2 billion in recissions cii
unspent stimulus and defense
money.
The grab-bag measure would
extend unemployment benefits.
provide cash assistance to state
governments and extend dozens
of tax breaks sought by business
lobbyists.
It includes disaster aid. $1
billion for a youth summer jobs
initiative and an extension Of a
bond program that subsidizes
interest costs for state and local
infrastructure projects.
Reid. D-Nev.. had been
courting Maine Republicans
Susan Collins and Olympia
Snowe to provide the critical
votes needed to defeat a GOP
filibuster, and the two senators
were pressing for additional cuts
to the measure.
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The US Congress just keeps on (printing money I
stealing from the future of our grandkids. This
Congress has shot in the head the American Dream
for the UNBORN. God save us from these "Big
Spending" drunken sailors in Washington!
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WASHINGTON (API - A
Republican filibuster appears
increasingly likely to kill longsought legislation extending
jobless benefits and a host of
other spending and tax measures, despite a new round of cuts
to the measure Wednesday that
reduced its deficit impact even
further.
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will do the job.
"One of the questions I think
we need to talk about is whether.
securing the border is ever going
to be reached ... in the sense of
Congress.the
Homeland
Janet
Secretary
Security
Napotitan° told members of a
Senate conimittee at a hearing in
April."or whether that goal post
is just going to keep moving."
The rush to secure the border
has gone awry at times. Amid
similar demands for ramped-up
security in 200& Congress contracted with Boeing Co. for an
electronic "virtual fence." A
sweeping immigration overhaul
bill was stalled in Congress at
the time.
The fence of cameras, radar
and other technology has been
plagued with problems and
delays. It has cost at least $15
million for 53 miles of electron
ic barrier.
Some horde, .security that has
been achieved in recent years:
- The number -if Border
Patrol agents has doubled to
more than 20,((X) since 2003.
with most of those agents stationed at the U.S.-Mexico border. The Border Patrol's budget
has grown from $1 billion in the
2()00 fiscal year to a requested
$3.58 billion for 2011, according to the Congressional
Research Service.

GOP to fight extension of
jobless benefits as too costly

1.1..1/14.14 .5 INF,. 111 / Box 10441. Mum°. 11
/
41 12971-1040

270 1E,3 3366 I 800 444 1854

going to be very difficult.'
That sentiment is shared by
both
Democrats
and
Republicans this election yea,.
But border security is in the
eye of the beholder. There's no
agreed-on definition of what
constitutes a secure border and
no budget for how much more to
spend to achieve it.
Is it when the entire southern
border of nearly I(XN) miles is
fenced, or double-fenced? Is it
wl.en illegal immigration arrests
are at zero or close to it? Is it
when everyone who crosses the
border can be identified? Is it
when Army troops are sent to
the border, as they were after
Mexican revolutionary Pancho
Villa raided a New Mexico border town in 1916. or when the
number of Border Patrol agents
has quintupled?
The White House will lay out
plans for more border reinforcements when administration officials meet with Gov. Jan Brewer
in Arizona June 28.
President Barack Obama
already has called for 1.200
National Guard troops in support roles, along with at least
another $5(X) million in spending on border security. For
President George W. Bush. the
number of Guard troops was
6010. A Texas congressman has
said no fewer than about 25.(XX)
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Come hear Dr. Winfield Rose of MSU speak on
"Historic Sources for Limited Government" on Tues..
June 29. 6 p.m. - Big Room. Main St. Library - The
Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway Co. (Tea Party.
Dan Walker, Prog. Chm.
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CCHS class of 1990 plans
reunion August 27-28

_.minfuez-sary

AlIfthle.t.
sary

The Calloway County High School class of
1990 will hold its 20-year reunion on Friday
and Saturday. August 27-28. On Friday,
.August 27 at 6 p.m. class members are invited to meet at the CCHS vs. Murray High
School football game at Murray State
University Stewart Stadium for a family tailgate event. A tent will be in the MSL stadium
parking lot.
On Saturday,August 28, at 7 p.m. there will
Jo's
be a casual social at the Murray Country
Datebook Club. The cost will be $50 for couple and $25
By Jo Burkeen for single. Checks may be mailed to Kristi
Graham Hopkins, 116 Murray Estates Dr..
Community
Murray, KY 42071. For more information
Editor
contact
Tina
Butler
Ward
at
tinaward@wk.net.
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Murray High School Boys Soccer will have a Fish Fry fundraiser.
catered by Holmes Family Restaurant, on Sunday, July II, from
10:30 a.m.-I:30 p.m. at the Murray High School cafeteria. Tickets
for $10 for adults and $8 for children 12 and undcr can be purchased
from any boys soccer player or call 752-0229. Advance tickets help
in preparing for enough food, but persons may buy tickets at the
door. Money from this event helps support the boys team throughout the year.

Dog Adoption Day Saturday
Lost But Loved Animal Rescue will host a Dog Adoption day at
the Dog Park in Central Pant on Saturday from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Each
adopted dog will get to pick out a free plush toy to take to his new
home. An experienced vet tech will be present to microchip for $10
and clip nails for $5 as well as I.D. tags for $3. Original pet portraits
for bottle cap necklaces will be available for purchase. as well as hot
dogs, cold soft drinks and specialty doggie treats. The public is
invited to attend and bring their family dog for a fun afternoon at the
Dog Park. Lost but Loved Animal Rescue is a 501c3 not for profit
organization. All proceeds will be used to benefit the rescued animals of Lost But Loved.

Murray Group Home plans event
Murray Group Home, a local non profit organization, will host a
car wash on Saturday from II a.m.-3 p.m. at Captain D's parking lot
on North 12th Street, All proceeds will benefit the home. For more
information. contact Lisa Kim at 759-4272.

Vendors wanted
Vendors interested in setting up at the Murray Music Festival
Fundraiser for Kids Against Hunger at the Murray-Calloway County
Central Park on July 10 are asked to call 753-1492.

American Legion will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Hughlette King

Norma and Jack Glover

The family of Mr. and Mrs. Hughlette King of Buchanan. Tenn..
will host a reception to honor their 50th wedding anniversary on
Saturday, June 26, 2010. from 2-5 p.m. at the East Wood Church of
Christ, Paris, Tenn.
They were married on July 2, 1960 in Corinth. Miss., with Mr.
and Mrs. Horace Milan as attendants.
Mrs. King is the daughter of the late Chester and Lora Lassiter
Willis of Buchanan and Mr. King is the son of the late Lurton and
Blanche Stagner King of Clarksville. Tenn
They have two daughters, Becky Chandler and husband. Kevin.
and Lisa Jackson and husband. Mark, all of Buchanan: three grandchildren. Lydia (Courtney) Starks and Joshua Eaker, both of
Murray, and Kelli Jackson of Buchanan; and two great-grandchildren. Avery and Brooklyn Starks of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Glover recently celebrated their 60th wedding
anniversary with their family.
They were married June 26. 1950 in Corinth, Miss. Their attendants were Charles Bennett, brother of Mrs. Glover, and Mary Lee
Bennett.
He is the son of the late Willie and Erie Glover. She is the daughter of the late Norman and Irene Bennett.
Mr. Glover worked at the former Murray division of the Tappan
Stove Company for 30 years and is semi-retired from his business.
Jack Glover Aluminum Siding and Replacement Windows. Mrs.
Glover is a fetired nair-dresser.
They are the parents of one daughter, Rhonda Riley and husband,
James.
Their two grandchildren arc Rodney Murphy and wife, Linda
and Tina Richey and husband, Rob.
Their four great-grandchildren ale Sydney and Seth Murphy and
Jack and Savannah Richey, and the: two stepgreat-grandchildren
are Sara Montgomery and husband. Steven. and Katlyn Denham.
No formal celebration is planned.

Library Summer Reading
program scheduled on Monday

American Legion Post 73 of Murray will meet tonight (Thursday ) Special to the Ledger
at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr.,
Sandy Linn. youth serv Tes
Murray. Installation of officers for 2010-2011 will be the primary
librarian. says "come and get
item on the agenda. Discussions will also center on the Freedom
'spooned' at the Calloway
EST Parade, hall usage and rescheduling a trip to visit the LSAT at County
Public
Library's
Evansville, End. For Information call Commander Amos McCarty at Summer Reading
Program on
293-1320 or 761.5709.
Monday at 10 am. and 1:30
p.m. in the auditorium of
Touchdown Club will meet
Murray Middle School. This is
All parents and supporters of the Calleway County High school a
lot better than getting forked
and Calloway County Middle School Football Program are invited or knifed. Stop sitting
around
to attend a meeting of the Calloway Touchdown Club today the house getting all tarnished
(Thursday) at 5:30 p.m. at the CCHS fieldhouse.
up and come out and have some
clean fun."
Blood drive today
The "Spoon Man" is a pubCalloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a
lished author who offers a hilarblood drive today (Thursday) from 12:30-5 p.m. at First
ious interactive comedy proPresbyterian Church. 1601 Main St.. Murray.
grain for all ages and gives a
real stirring performance. The
Compassionate Friends to meet
"Spoon Man" has a totally clean
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight
act. He never uses dirty silver(Thursday) at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murrayware. The "Spoon Man- will
Calloway County Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost
leave a lasting impression after
a child or young adult through death. For more information call
playing on persons (literally).
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498It's a spoonful of family fun.
8324.
He has written a book titled
"Spoon Boy" a 124 page soft
NARFE chapter will meet
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired cover chapter book on how
Federal Employees will meet Friday at II a.m at the Weaks Jimmy got started playing the
Community Center,607 Poplar St., Murray. Lunch will follow in the spoons. ISBN 978-0-96677571-6
dining room.
The "Spoon Man" has been

playing the spoons for nearly 32
years the never had a social life)
professionally for 20 years. He
is married with 5 kids and a
mortgage and supports his family by playing the spoons(by the
grace of God). Hi': program contains several outrageous impressions such as Glen Miller and
Elvis combining together, A
Heavy Meta! Spoon Player and
A Rap Spoon Player, he has an
audience sing-a-long competition. He creates a Mountain
Band out of members of the
audience. Persons may also see
him play forks and knives. In
addition, if that is still not
enough, everyone has an opportunity to get "SPOONED."
The "Spoon Man" has recently produced the first ever
Instructional Video on "How to
Play the Spoons," appropriately
titled "Music From The
Kitchen". Five national publications have reviewed this video.
Linn
invites community
members of all ages to conic and
enjoy the show.

College News
Special to the Ledger
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
Wesern Kentucky University
has listed the spring 2010 president and dean's list.
Students making the dean's
list have a grade point average
of 3.4 to 3.79 on a 4.0 scale.
Students on the president's list
have GPA of 3.8 to 4.0 and are
indicated by an asterisk. They
include the following:
Murray - Amy E. Winkler*,
Kristen R. Mikulcik* and Hattie
0. Collins*:
Hazel - Ginny A. Furches:
Mayfield - Kara F. Oglesby*,
Jonathan
L.
Thomas*.
Christopher J. McCuiston,
Allyson P. Purdom and Kelsey
M. Sullivan;
Benton - Raeanne L.
McKendree. Lauren E. Baker,
Timothy D. Anderson*, Michael
A. Phillips, Courtney M.
Helton, Austin K. Anderson*
and Baillie L Mathis;
Symsonia - Nathan D.
DeBemardi and Manuel G.
Cortez*:

MWC organizing high school woman's club
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Woman's Club is
currently organizing its firstever high school juniorette
woman's club. Club advisers
have been busy planning and
preparing for an organizational
meeting to be Sunday. June 27.
from 3-4 p.m. at the club house,
704 Vine St., Murray.
The club will offer membership to upcoming 10. II and 12
grade girls from both Calloway
and Murray high schools. It will
focus on training girls for roles
in service and leadership for
their schools and communities.
The club will be affiliated
with both the state KFWC and
national GFWC organizations.
Guidelines from the national
organization must be followed
in order to be federated.
Murray's high school club will
be one of only five in the state of
Kentucky.
Gay Evans and Lisa Kim of
the Murray Woman's Club will
be the first club advisers. They
will be assisted by Cathy Pigg.
Other club members will serve
as future advisers and will help
to train the young ladies.
"We are currently looking for
high school girls who are interested in becoming future
woman's club members in their

communities, and this is a great
starting point," said MWC president
Bobbie
Weatherly.
"Interested girls should come to

Sunday, June 27th •6:00 p.m.

Ages 3 /14.- t r
oteal

June 27 - July 1
6:0043:30 p.m.

fling Hill
urser

Jennifer Bleckler
& Morgan O'Boyle
Adora Schweickert
& Josh Price
Sarah McNutt
& Wesley Roberts
Samantha Raber
& Tyler Buss
Alexina Charette
& Jason England

Kayla Bazzell
& Josh Johnson

VISA
'.1111111

& Gifts

Lori Cook & Jake Wegmarin
swat,

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.ccrn

Laken Watkins
& Casey Darnell
Dianne Rousseau
& Paul Corder

20% OFF

Elizabeth McGraw
& Matt Clemson

*All Trees & Shrubs
Bedding Plants & Annuals

You may purchase online at
uneterintagerose.com

(Cash & Carry Only)

GARDEN TOUR
Sunday, Jun* 27• 1-5 p.m.
Pick op your FREE mop at Rolling Mills

Westside Baptist Church
For more information cal! 753-8240

Stephanie Bodell
& Wes Steele

Chelsea Crook
& Philip Dunn

A-eireac4 eetofee,alil/arsee" 4aee,t.s.'

207 Robertson Rd. South • Murray

Cara McCord
& Jason Chapman

Hannah Johnson
& Billy Hendon

Vacation Bible School
Join us for inflatables, food. snow cones, cotton candy,
popcorn, games, and more...

Our
••• Registered
Bridal Couples:
Lauren Woolen
& Jordan Redd

Meg Black
& Michael Belcher

the first meeting on Sunday to
find out about us." Mothers and
friends are invited to attend as
well.

Family Night Kickoff:

Boaz - Kory L. Ray*;
Wingo - Leah B. Dublin and
Lauren B. Abbott

O
f
ar
di
k)
Open
Monday-Saturday 9-5
Closed Sunday

'Bridal 'Registry & gilts
University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-S
Saturday 10-2 ...•••
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•Special session...
From Front
COMM'\Ali in estimates the cost
of a special session at about
$63.000 a kla, I u \k, makers met
for six dass iii%kis. putting the
overall cost to iaspay Cr,at more
than !Own(NI. Sonic taxpayer
advocacy gloms. had urged lawtheir pay
makers not M
for the special session
"They has e a responsibility to
get a budget passed... said Jim
Waters. a polics an:fly st for the
government watchdog group
Bluegrass Institute in Bowling
Green."They put it oft until taxpayers had to pay additional
money to get it done. It's inexkm look at it."
cusable an
Henley said his decision to
refund his said's %\ :Is based on a
matter of conscience, and he

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• We can not always
change the future for
our youth, but we
can change our
youth for the future
Franklin D.
Roosevelt

isn't suggesting other lawmakers should do the same.
"It's a personal decision." he
said. "I would not presume to
tell somebody else they should
do that."
A political blowup over
whether Kentucky lawmakers
should be paid for an extended
legislative session two years
ago ended by giving up 19 days
of wages and expenses totaling
more than $750010 to lawmakers. House lawmakers went
even further, refunding an additional $105.000 in salaries that
year.
('jos. Steve Beshear called
lawmakers back to Frankfort in
May to pass a state budget after
they failed to do so during a regular legislative session that ran
from January to April.
According to an AP report.
Beshear brokered a compromise
between the House and Senate
in May. getting a $17 billion
budget enacted, preventing massise layoffs of state workers.
including police. Without a
budget. Beshear had warned
that all nonessential government
services would have had to shut
down beginning July 1.
Budget negotiations had been
complicated during the regular
legislative session by a $1.5 billion revenue shortfall brought
on by the ailing economs.

Restaurant IS6C
-attring
(2-10)762-0040
Murray, KY

NEW MENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood,
New Orleans Style Favorites &
Still the sarhe Keg Favorites!

In this Aug. 11. 2005, photo, Edith Shain. right, who claims to be the nurse in the photograph being kissed by a sailor during
the celebration of th9 Allied victory ending World War II, poses by a sculpture of the event by Seward Johnson, in New York's
Times Square. Her son, Robert, says Sham n was 91 when she died Sunday, June 20. at her Los Angeles home. In August
1945, Lfe magazine photographer Alfred Eisenstadt snapped the famous photo of a sailor smooching a nurse on V-J Day to
celebrate Japan's surrender and the end of World War II. But he never got tneir names, and several women have claimed to
be the nurse. (AP Photo / Richard Drew)

Woman who says she was nurse from
famous Life Magazine WWII photo dies
By ROBERT JABLON
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP)-- Edith Shain.
who claimed to be thc nurse who was
smooched by a sailor in Times Square in
the famous Life magazine photograph
marking the end of World War II, has died.
She was 91.
Shain died Sunday at her home in Los
Angeles of liver cancer, said her son.
Michael Shain, of Conifer. Colo.
Another son. Robert Shain of Malibu,
said his mother had just gotten off her shift
at a hospital when she and a friend took the
subway to Times Square on Aug. IS. 1945.
to join a celebration of what became
known as V-J Day (short for Victory over
Japan).
The enduring photo shows a sailor in a
dark uniform kissing a white-uniformed
nurse he has bent backward in a clinch.
Their faces are partially obscured.
The photo was snapped by Life niagazine
photographer Alfred Fisenstaedt but he
never got the names of the sailor and nurse.

Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
P,I.aeriecl Fish, Steaks &Chicken

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
er-riocit-Ir4 Game Room &

New Private Room with Big Screen
HP TV and Surround Sound!
Great for Birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friends.
it it it

Live Band Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Close
This Week: Strong Hold

and Lite s effort years later to identify the
woman produced several claimants.
Shain said she never got the sailor's
name, either.
"1 went from Doctors Hospital to Times
Square that day because the war was over,
and where else does a New Yorker go?"
she said in 2008, when she donned a white
nurse's uniform again and was grand marshal of New York's Veterans Day parade.
"And this guy grabbed me and we kissed,
and then 1 turned one way and hc turned
the other. There was no way to know who
he was, but I didn't mind because he was
someone who had fought for me."
"As for the picture." she said. "it says so
many things — hope. love, peace and
tomorrow. The end of the war was a wonderful experience, and that photo represents
all those feelings."
After the war. Shain moved to California,
where she continued nursing at night but
also was a kindergarten teacher in Los
Angeles for 30 years
She attended Memorial Day parades

around the country and was scheduled to
be in Times Square in August for a celebration of V-.1 Day, Michael Sham said.
She also visited veterans homes and
made a point of teaching youngsters about
the war.
"She felt a real connection to the World
War 11 veterans that were still alive. She
did a lot to help memorialize their stories,"
Michael Shain said. "She was very concerned that our current generation didn't
know enough ... about the WWII veterans
and their generation."
"She saw her celebrity as a way to keep
reminding people of the great sacrifises
that we made during World War 11." he
said.
Sham n was born in Tarrytown. N.Y., on
July 29. 1918.
In addition to Michael and Robert. Shaul
is survived by her son Justin Decker of Los
Angeles, six grandchildren and eight greatgrandchildren.

II Associate provosts named at MSU...
From Front
rie,iord of achiesement in
researe's nd publication, and in
sectiiing state sind federal-level
grants. In addition to overseeing
graduate
education
and
research. Morgan will serve as
the university liaison to its
accrediting
agency.
the
Southern
Association
of
Colleges and Schools.
Additionally, both Duncan
and Morgan will assist in the
day-to-day operations of the
provost's office and will represent Murray State on various
committees and workgroups
associated with the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
"Drs. Duncan and Morgan
bring extensive knowledge and

experience to their respective
positions," Higginson said.
"Their years of service to
Murray State in both faculty and
administrative roles will serve
us well as we address the exciting challenges that lie ahead."
Duncan and Morgan were
selected through an on-campus
screening process that included
faculty representatives and professional staff within academic
affairs. Open forums were held
and were well attended by a
cross-section of the campus. "I
appreciate the work done by the
Screening Committees chaired
by Deans Steve Cobb and Tim
Todd," Higginson said.
"Together, we look forward to
working with the entire campus
community as we seek to continue and enhance MSU's tradition of academic excellence."
Higginson said.
"I am pleased and honored to
be selected as associate
provost." Morgan said."Mal is
a great university with quality
people and students and I look

forward to helping move us forward in the future."
"Murray State has a number of
wonderful programs for our
undergraduate
students,"
Duncan said. "I am looking forward to working with the faculty and staff who head these programs and I am excited about
being able to become more
directly involved in these programs. 1 am humbled and honored at being selected for this
position."
Since Morgan is currently' the
faculty representative on MSU's
Board of Regents, a special
election will have to be held to
replace him. Morgan said he
expected that faculty would
soon be notified that the seat on
the board was open. He said an
election would likely be held
after faculty are back on campus
for the fall semester and he
hoped a new faculty representative would be in place before the
board holds theit next meeting
in September.

,
C
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Incoming Democratic chairman
contributed to GOP campaigns
FRANKFORT. Ky. (API -Incoming Kentucky Democratic
Party Chairman Daniel Logsdon
has given money in the past to
Republican political candidates.
Records from the Federal
Election Commission and the
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance show that Logsdon gave
$500 to U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell's re-election campaign
in 2005 and $1.000 to former Gos.
Ernie Fletcher in 2007. He also
gave $250 to Republican
Agriculture Commissioner Richie
Farmer's re-election campaign in
2007.
Logsdon told the Lexington
Herald-Leader that the contributions were made while he was in a
former private-sector job with
Windstream Communications,
Democratic Gov. Sieve Beshear
said he was aware that Logsdon
had given to candidates of both
parties when he recommended him
as Democratic Party chairman last
week.
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Jewelers Since 1961

BANQUET CENTER

LLC
Catering Groups OfAll Siles
On Site or OffSite
For More Information

270-761-6800

270-227-2606

murraybanquetcenter.com

WE BUY GOLD & SILVER
Dental Gold
Broken Jewelry
Old Jewelry
Coins & More!
Across From McDonalds
www.finleyshou.seofdiamonds.com
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II tears could build
a stair% a)
And mem ines
were a lane
We would walk nght
up to heaven
And bring you hack again.
No farewell words were spoken

PUBLIC NOTICE

mn
o dies

The Murray Board of Ih/lItne ,Vfiu.,tmente will hold
a public hearing or. Thursday July I. 2010 at
4 30pm in the council chambers of City Hall, located
at 104 N 5th St 'lb review the following request,
401 N. 12th St.- setback and height vanance on
building St. Leo's Church All ir.terested persons in
invited to attend. If further information la needed
please contact the Murray Planning Dept at

No time to say goodbye
You were gone before we knew in

only God knows why.

And

Our lives have changed forever
hr a big pan of us died that day
Our hearts still ache in sadness
And secret tears still flow
What it meant to lose you

No one can ever know
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ready. U-Pick. 2.50
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KY. 270-293-5131
FIREWORKS: Over
500 Different Items.
Prices.
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10am-10pm
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through July 5. 5835
Old Murray Paris Rd.
Pans, TN
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Advertisers are
requested to check

the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
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incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
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sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
U-PICK Blackberries
2.50 LB. Blueberries
2.00 LB. Daylilies 2.50
per pot, also Clumps
15 00 & up. Mon-Sat
7,00am- 6:30pm. 684
Crossland Rd., Murray.
Gardens
Bluegrass
Farm & Nursery 270227-0460

JUST give us a calf,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

COMMUNITY Options,
Inc.. a national nonprofit organization dedicated to sJpporting
and empowering individuals with developmental disabilities is
seeking
currently
Community
Support
Staff
in
Marshall
County. KY. FT & PT
shifts
available
.
Responsibilities incl.
assisting iedividuals
with maintaining their
and
independcnce
empowering them to
become
integrated
members of their communities by providing
support in social, recreational, and vocational
activities. Assit individuals with daily living
skills and the development of independent
community
living,
administering medication and complete the
appropriate documentation and accompanying individual to and
from appointment and
activities. Req'd: HS
CaplomalGED, a valid
Driver's License, reliable transportation and
insurance. EOE Please
siibmit resumes to fax:
270-450-0812 or email'
carla.spencer @comae.
org

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
viebpage ai
murray ledger corn.
you will he redirected
to Jobnetwork coin
By default.
Nlurtay and losal job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listing,
on the tobnetwork coni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
Us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray .uea
Job listings Thank you

LPN Part Time. with
Medical
Experience
Billing & Transcription
Send Resume to PO
Box 630. Murray, KY
42071
office
PART-TIME
with
receptionist
Saturday hours Send
resume to PO Box
KY
Murray
1538
42071

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
• P.O.Box 363
Murray. KY
42071

Appiances

A hallowed place within our hearts
Is where you'll always stay.

RICKY A. LAMKIN, Attorney.
seekrig an experienced legal secretary
beginning August 2. 201C. Ten years minimum
experience as a primary legal secretary
required. Vast experience in litigation pleadings
and practice essential. Typical duties include
dictation transcnption coordination of calendar,
file management and general secretary duties.
Only extremely professional applicants will be
considered for this fast pace environment.
Salary, benefits and perks exceeding $40,0000
per year. Resumes will remain confidential and
a formal application will be provided to applicants meeting the requirements. Send resume
to: 304 N. 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
Or e-mail to ralamkinelamkinlaw.com

ADULT FOSTER CARE PROVIDER

This position is responsible for providing a family atmosphere for adults with mental/developmental disabilities in your own home. Monthly Service fee
as well as room and board stipend provided
Applicant must be 21 of age. Background
check is required for all stales resided/worked
in over the past year. Forward resume to Anne
Thurman. Human Resources Four Rivers
behavioral Health. 425 Broadway, Paducah, KY
42001.E0E. Applications available on line at
sineive4rbh.org

LARGE
SELECTION

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

753-2905

2 Rose Colored Wing
Back Chairs $110
Beige & Rose Print
Chair with Matching
Ottoman & Pillow $175
770-816-491 2

L

9.1-1 tomeselere it,
sior 4. von r 44.
9
We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Anliques

ANTIQUE Doll Sale.
Over 500 items June
25-26
Pans, TN
Details
at
sowatzka.com. or 715271-4591

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

Antique 1908 PriceSteeple Upright piano
in
good condition
$1000 Call 293-9737
or 759-5888

Storage Rentals
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel We
pay the electric bill,
water, trash, and furnish all appliances
including washer &
dryer. Only 5550/mo.
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartment'
12701492-8211

Love Forever.
Mom. Dad.& Andy

T-7 .."•••-,34th
Birthday Daddy

Love,
Your girls

COMMUNITY SUPPORTS PROVIUER responsible persons to teach leisure, home and personal care skills to persons diagnosed with
developmental disabilities. Flexible hours.
Applicants must be 21years old with HS diploma GED and be able to provide transportation.
Background check required. Send
resume/application to: Anne Thurman, VP for
Human Resources, Four Rivers Behavicaal,
425 Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.
AriplicAteurta available on 117773 al www.4brh.ory.
FOE

eMURRAY

GREAT
COLLEGES
00004001 FM

Dental
Assisting.

PRACTICAL

Registration is now
open. Class begins on
11,
Sept.
2010.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present job,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off.
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
at
www.lochledental.com
or call our office 270 442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment
limited!
SERVALL. LLC of
Murray
Seeking Applicants for
Control
Pest
Technicians. Friendly,
welcoming pest control
company is seeking
energetic and enthusiastic person to join our
team. We care about
our customers and
strive to improve their
lives We enjoy our
work and get it done in
a spirit of cooperation
with one another, not
competition. Persons
applying must possess
diligence, communication skills and the ability to work in conjunction
with
others.
Benefits
include
through
Monday
Friday
work schedule, paid
holidays, vacations.
401k, medical and dental insurance, paid
training and bonuses.
Serval!. LLC is an
opportunity
equal
employer and all applications are considered
with no discrimination
based on age, sex or
race. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply.
TOM'S Pizza & Steak
House is now hiring for
an experienced baker
731-642-8842

Wanted: OTR Truck
Driver. P-T Flatbed.
Clean
Experienced,
Driving Record. Drug
Free. Call 270-2262043

CHRISTIAN Childcare
Center now enrolling
ages 0-5. Experienced
and trained staff. Fun
and nurturing environment for children. Care
involves daily activities.
crafts and eaucational
Mon-Fri
activities.
6:30am 5.30pm
767-1177
PRECIOUS
MOMENT-S '
LEARNING
CENTER.
Now. has openings
beginning Aug 2
Infants to 4 year's old
*
Open
6'30am-4.30p in. (270) 293-6020

The following full-time, hourly positions with
benefits are available at Murray State
University :
-Library Technology Coordinator, University
Libranes: $11.92/hr
-Building Services Group Leader. Facilities
Management: 7.79/hr.
Grounds Truck Driver, Facilities Management
$7.521-ir.
-Building Services Technician, Facilities
Management: $7.25/hr.
Apply online & view additionai details at.
www.murraystateiobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO. likf/D. AA employer.

CHECK THIS

OUT!
2 BR with new pain!
job 112 Acre Lot.
Surveyed with shade,
septic efater, dove
elecenc 67.960.
Call 753-6012
BANK Repo
1 am lot 16x80
3BR, 2BA carport
$1.000 down
low
monthly Call Today's
Homes (270)527-5645
Mobile Homes For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom no
pets. 753-9866

HOME HEALTH
REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center
is seeking Registered Nurses for our
Home Health Department
Must be a Registered Nurse Licensed in
Tennessee
Home Health experience perlerred.
Will train qualified candidates
We offer excellent benefits, a competitive salary
package, sign-on bonus & a career ladder
program. Interested candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
Attn: Human Resources
P.O Box 1030
Pans, TN 38242
731-644-8472
cowen hcmc-tn.org
Equal Opportunity Employer

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

1 OR 2br apts nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BR unfurnished. near
campus. water paid, no
smoking, no pets. 7535980.
1BR. price reduced.
various
locations
Coleman
RE 7539898
2BR. 1.58A. townahouse
very
nice.
Coleman RE 753-9898
4BR, 0lHiA, all appliances_ Coleman RE
753-9898

120
Computers
MUM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
Repairs/Upgrades

759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

1st Full Mo Rent Free
Articles
For Sale
use stove,
GOOD
refrigerator, alc unit,
and storm wilidows
753-4109
150

Artidm
For Sale

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collec.
lions 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 121h.
Murray.

Roketa
250
2008
Scooter Great condition $1150 Call 2937252
Amanda
SBS
Refrigerator,
ivory
$200 Amanda Solid
Cook Top Range Ivory
$125 Kenmore Electric
Range Ivory $100 436
2366

CHARLIE'S
ANTIQUE MALL
IN HAZEL

h&c vendor space
available LI its
NEB moan.
Large 10%10'booth
only 557.00/mo.
Call 1w details.
(270)492-S211
WASHER & dryer.
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546

Check us out
on the web!

Calloway Garden
Esse% Dow Its
Apartments
1505 Diugurd

NOW LEASING
'2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
Houses For Rent
2BR. stove & refngera
or, dw, wid hook-up
$550.4no, 1 yr
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259
270-527-8174.
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefron
property with dock. 2
1:2 car
garage. 270873-7826

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. R4.-121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-55E2
J&L RENTALS
NIINI-STOR .GE
720 S. 4111
:enter iif 121 s. A 1:lendalr.

10X10 525 10%15 540
1270: 436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTOR AGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

SUBSCRIBE
a
a

'1011 THE

MAH,Wil°

EVERYTIlltiu
get

him a subscription to the

X11 RS M
LLIRIERSZTI IES
1
1 Home Delivery
Local Mail
I 3 mo.
$30.00
mo.
3
$35.00
S55.00
I 6 mo.
6 mo.
‘63.00
I I yr.
$105.00
I yr.
$110.00
Rest of kl•fl'N
A

113k & 213R

Ale,
270-753-11556
TIM/ 1-800-545-1833
Est. 210

LARGE 3BR apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. C'HiA, W&D
50 water. sewage &
•.ish furnished. no
'
,Is. 293-3710 2934600

3.11 siztc (11
needs
Located by
Froggy radio station
r13 sour

753-8359 759-9854

e

COZY Studio Type
Duplex $325. Water &
Trash Included, WD.
Smoke Free. Pet Free
Year Lease_ 412 N. 5th
226-8006

X 1 t..Minici-Orage

NICE 2B/1BA Duplex in
Hazel. Cm-vA, all appliances privacy fence
yarO, iease. ref. dep.
No pets. $400.00. 7531059

2007 C'..iyton, 16x80
3013, 2BA, vinyl siding,
black appliances, like
new. 270-489-2525.
•

STATE UNIVERSITY

Help Wanted

••OWNER Finance**
3BR, 2BA. Lake area,
beautiful
setting
down,
$3,950
$534/mo
6058 Dunbar Rd
New Concord, KY
EIS-397-3171

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7666

$70.50
$90.00
$120.00

3 me

6 mo
I yr

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
596.00
I yr.
$145.04)

I Cheek Money Order
Name
I St Addri,

Visa

MA'

1

I .
ity

I State
I Davtime Ph

Lip

I

Moil t hi, 0,431111

it

Murray Ledger & Time.
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071

Or call 12701 753-1916

1
1

a

CL ASSIFIEDS

8 • Thuir•da. June 24. 2010
8 STORAGE FHED GARAGE SALE
E70 RUSSELL DR
HWY 94E. TO 732 5 MILES. TURN RIGHT
ON 1346. 1 MILE ON LEFT

Murray Ledger &

430
Peel Estelt

530
Services Offered

Looking for value?
Check this one out on Woodlawn

SI...," i,,IE,,&

I.c.c•

1.8114
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicurin
• Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

THURSDAY-SUNDAY 7:00-7
270-436-5707
Nev. ',toe •••.or,iii• l• Cr! owo a store garage
boa! or auto we will probably have something
tor it i ornitino a••iiiii.es tools, reslen cowhide.
59-,
ir,iilo,. semi truck. Christmas.
Halloween. Thanksgiving decorations including
blow-ups outdoor furniture, quilts. light fixtures.
rois hitch." dishos pcis & pans nickracks

rr

733-1816 227-061
Call Mike Conley at 270-293-3232
Olive Branch Realty

YARD SALE

HASl F 'Ilion Lawn
(.1 are Kars r-rx:, .03
8814

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
June 26, 2010 10:00AM
2217 Quail Creek Drive
Murray, KY 42071

216 SETH LN.
OFF OF COLES CAMPGROUND
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7:00-1:00
3 her toolbox w/ tools,
Misc. tools. Baby and kid toys, Furniture
Electnc John Deere Gator. Pool sticks.

Amps

SATURDAY ONLY
7:00-1:09
RAIN OR SHINE
King size mattress, Comp. table, Church
pew, Shelves, Cider rocker, Futon,
Upright Freezer, Toys, Books, Games,
Gardening & Canning supplies, CD's.
Pet Supplies, Bread Machine

Boxer Puppies Fo
Sale. $200. Call 270
970-8595.
DESPERATELY Need
Forever Home for 2
sweet, gorgeous, long.
lair, male, neutered,
adult cats. Free. 1
taupe other charcoal
Owner
Nursing
in
Home. 404-313-1051
DOG Obedience,
270)436-2858
KITTENS free to good
home. Must have a Vet
Reference 270-2271879

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
300 CENTER ST
HAZEL
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Lots of Bargains'
Kids Clothes. Books
Toys, Household
Items. Desk. Pnnter,
and Much More

YARD SALE
601 BROAD ST
YARD SALE

EXT.

1008 PAYNE ST

FRIDAY &

FRIDAY &

SATURDAY

SATUODAY

7:00-?

6:00-7
rs.mball Organ
(like new).
New Custom made
Little Girls Clothes.
Namebraed Teen
Clothes. Tables.
Housewares
3 FAMILY
YARD SALE
121 JEANIE ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
JUNE
24TH & 25TH
7:00-?
Clothes of all

Something for
Everyone!

sizes, toys, and

YARD SALE
1210 MAIN ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Huge 32 years
collection?
Several Antiques
Dinning Table &
Chairs, Couches.
Chairs, Lamps
Mirrors Coffee Table,
End Tables Desk,
Bar Stool. Dressers

GARAGE SALE

SALE
805 SHARPE ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
NO CLOTHES
Thermos preferred
witank. Turkey
cooker wignII, doors
whiardware. Storm
windows & screens,
Metal chairs, 4 head
Pepsi dispenser.
Hobart pizza slicer &
shredders, Movie &
Disney posters (from
Gatti's). ETC.

YARD SALE

1402 OAK HILL

REAL ESTATE: Spacious 3F1R. 2BA home complete with breakfast
room, kitchen. dining room, living room, office, sun porch. deck, 2 car
garage Terms 10°.., down, balance in 30 days

PERSONAL PROPERTY: Nice dining table chairs with table pad,
nice glass door china cabinet, server, large area rug, entry table & mir•or, nice poster bed. oak bedside tabie, nice armoire. beautiful antique
chair. small Seth Thomas clock, nice mirrcved back lighted cuno. collection of dolls, doll dishes, doll china cabinet, floor lamps, nice
loveseat. 2 matching book shelves old gate leg table, desk and chair, 5
area rugs, nice sofa, 2 matching leather recliners, nice chair, chair side
tables. 2 heavy brass lamps. T V armoire and large screen TV, small
table, unusual wood breakfast table, bar stools, wood chairs, large
detailed credenza, nice wardrobe. S/S ref-freezer (upnght), microwave,
wood dough tray. washer & dryer, hall runner rug. T.V. stand. small
TV, queen bed wood bookshelf, matching night tables, hand painted
bombe chest, blu8 chair. twin bed, metal bench, nice
oak table,
clean pots & pans. small kitchen appliances, old glass & china.
Havaland Limage gold trimmed China 12 place setting with extra
pieces, set of Franciscan dishes in desert rose stem crystal. Reed &
Barton, Gorham, Wallace, Rogers & Wilcox silver, framed pictures,
wrought iron table & chairs, old sword, new generator, 4 door 2007
Chevy Malibu car. low mileage. Nice clean auction, many items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents
Lunch available.
For more information and your entire auction needs contact:

122 King Dr
4BR, 3BA.
approx. 2,500 sq.ft.
Murray's Best Buy,
$229,900
270-227-8393
145 Church St. Dexter.
KY. 1.5 Story Dwelling
with
Aluminum
Exterior 34,900 437
4679 753-7767
Home
For
Sale
-*Owner Finance•Craftsman Style Home.
Detached Garage with
Outbuilding 3 Bed 1
Bath 1536 Almo Rd
Alrno KY. $3950 Down.
$675 Month .
Cali
RJthie 270-753-2222
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riveraeld Estates.

DAN MILLER (270435-4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
AUCTIONEER AND ASSOCIATES
TERRY V. PASCHALL 767-9223 BROKER AUCTIONEER w_ww.danrn 11 ter a ucnoneer.com
wwwIer di aschallrealestate.=

1

LG Real ProperI
Profession&
293-7872
SADDLE
Creek
4BAJpool.
2007
CalumetWay corr. 270203-8276.

=1"117...11n111?"
.1
Thursday July 1st. 2010

4) 6:00 PM (CST)
Locatin:222"Wii.s1 Street, Hardin, KY 42048

TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
csmpbellrealty corn

63' Honda Rebel only
2,600 miles Perfect
condition. $600 ir
extras $2,000. 270
436-2542, 270-227
2915

41.111.11121M011...01.001114.r

Sorsa Rage

A ?WE 3 BORK 1 1 /2 BATH HOME ON AN 841150'LOT!

490
Used Cars
kt,ALFSTAIE

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

firall In Nen LlvrSJ Fidorr
KPOCOOIC Dryer Mayta,) is ''''•
7r4(rway Lar,
e Bach Deck flea
5' •'
Ie • ••'-le

hollandmotorsales.com.
270-753-4461
01' Red Cavalier, auto.
matte 5 speed. 78,000
mi. Good mechanical &
body condition. $4000
270-227-43100
ninoeft.220notmaii corn
96'
Ford TaurusPurple. 158,000 miles.
Good Motor, Trans..
Tires. $2,000. Rides
Good. 403 Sycamore
St. Day 753-9924.
Night 753-8335

•
n‘00•1 Wtieektoli •einip a `ydev•aw
:',ituated
SELL INE SEPARATE EPOMiliE REAL ESTATE. A

visit tutsitsmUcisous_com Foil MORE PHOTOS!
REAL ESTATE',TRW
87055! DROPFeof 'EPMe
Bloke(

HAKIM S It:111141V

QM/ HARRIS, RROKFR•mx110,0.TR .515MW ieit.i
'Eli
IIR:11/111. WANK 81401,IIVALICTIONEIR • tv ear,
IQ RAM Tit HARMS III ALMR/IU IC FIONI.t
110t1116111 RI-Al.TOILM•P AUCTIO•11114
www.harriseuctioes.cnni
.43.11.4 Si, RI. 45 %oral • 411•1014.
A LBW**Low,
ki .20446
6964 refewrole Rd • llop4in•,111r Ri 423 Pt
-exiir-AiiArreeemers•
270-247.-3253 • 270-.75-4800 -• 400-380-43IS

la te

Saturda

CT1ON

1991 Buick Regal 2
Dr
380 V6. 270-474-8050
Mornings
9 00arn4.30pm

•

June 26
10:07 AM

11,4111
'anipttround
octon 14•10 incloo,s w •1r co

ra

k's

FRIDAY &

OFF DORAN RD.
FRIDAY &

SATURDAY

SATURDAY

8:00-2:00

Everything!!!

YARD SALE
1403 POPLAR
SATURADY
7:00-?
Lots to choose
from All items in
good shape

MOVING SALE
E-16
COACH
ESTATES
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Plus size Women's
clothes, Dishes,
Furniture, Assorted
household items.
97' Buick Regal

YARD SALE
lx2
One Day $11.00• Two Days $16.00
Iliree Days $20.00
2x2
One Day $18.00.Two Days 578 OD
Three Days $35.00

yes
94 Green Dodge
Caravan $500 OBO
Needs transmission
Very new battery, good
tires, good engine
after
270-753-7923
4-Prn
500
Used Trucks
I
2002 Tahoe-V8, 1
Owner, 97.xxx-miles.
Excellent Condition
Must
See
to
Appreciate. $10.500
OBC 270-227-5184

Liltll4iitirj0

YELLOW SIGNS

Tract 1 - S.00 Acres
Beautiful Established Homesite
Tract 2 - 165.28 Acres
Planted In Corn And Soybeans

LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
•COmplete liii
'removal •GiitM,
°leaning •Irsomi
(270)753-TREE .

‘‘‘\(

JAMES R. CASH

•

t.32k2 sq. Post Buildir
Finished list & Ireuixtial
Ni• kmp Firyaier Storm
?0,yrhead Dome
• Separate kleerrd
no .1 katise.
;12,6T

0.11.1

I h

•

hk,1

%Ise Selling: Nice Furnishings; Antiques;
Collectibles: Glasssarre; Appliances: Tools; a
Farman Tractor: F,quipment & much mom

LI

ROBERT ALEXANDER
UIL EMIT S M
17111•N

Ardor(‘ftrio
YARD SALE
94 BROWNS
GROVE RD
LYNN GROVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
NO EARLY
BIRDS
Big truck stuff,
many cthet items
435-4025

441

(1174020112 or
i.

avow growoonkcorr

95 Ford ranger xtt, std
cab 4r0l pS pb a,

SPECIAL!!!
This 1x1.5
could be yours

0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Remodeling
•Screened Porches
.Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
•Homei Mobile Home
1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construe
bon Additions, remodeling, sagging rotten
floors, decks, home &
mobile home repair
Larry Nimrno
753-2353

•
'

753-9562
C&M DEMOLITION
Ne Clean Up Proberty
• rees. Limbs. Brush.
:nything
You
Need Call Colito 270/05-8487

I
• ice

MAWS

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

ROOFING

PRESSURE
- WASHING

Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

cici sitting
Brick•C2riCreTc
Decks *Fence

227-4646 436-5080

(170)227.6160

CONSSTILIVICTION
.Over 15 years experience
- Call for references
BM:I-Shelton (270)9.
784351
„ MICtlael Manning (270).227-3418

MITCHELL
BROS.
• PAVING
Commercial &
-Residential
•Asphatt insta6tics,
&-lutiontenamp
415 yIs experieni

0)759-0501
Sers wee Offered

Sewn Offered
BARRY JAMES
• ELECTRONICS

As QUALITY
USEDFURNITURE-z282 Aurora'HWY
-Hardin KY
,...We buy & sell
•
good clean
furniture
. (270) 530-0450
(270).293-5762

„
-=-•41eInt;Theatre
• ,_....
•SehAte
..fRefer.. • -- (270) 227-9212

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors,
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617.
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer back hoe, and
track
work.
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Major
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE
75
& PARTS
2701 293-8726 OR
Chuck Van Buren
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
;Link & tree work

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pining.
& Hauling
'IRAN IS ;

Tony
270-753-2279

FLOOR installations,
carpet. vinyl, V.A. tile.
hardwood, laminate
and repairs 30 years
experience_ Free estimate_ Call 270-8480004. cell 270-2274933
Former CNA will sit
with your loved one.
New Concord area
Flexible days & hours
Light
housekeeping
and meal preperabon it
needed
References
436-2273, 978-1983

URI 'k% %I I RI P1.11R.
Mrs I
I 11.111 %RN \ IR)
FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873-9916

OIL r,arage Doors
installation.
repair.
maintenance on doors
and opc, aturs. 270293-2357

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large Dependable, reliable, gutters, mulch,
shrubs trimmed, hauing, 11 years experience Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur.

05 Chevrolet motor
home. 32-ft sleeps-8.
11.000 miles, perfect
condition 293-1231

Up to 20 words.
(270)753-1916

:,500& up
&B Lawn Service
'Jolt owned & operat'78-5655, 759-9295

Readers

using this information do so at their

SI

DIR
Standa
FREE
Starz
HDDVR
7-14tomer
pkgs.
Directs

fl

CASH P
for your
tlement
ments
Call JG
866-SE'
866731
A. b
Busin

HEAL1

If you
Diabetc
DIA al
stroke c
you ma
compeni
Cherie
80.9

HEL

ABLE
Hiring
expener
Transpc
ing fur
training
Entui
today,
chemica

FINA
Ineigon(
pany s
over
Need on
agerit
avaiiab
Thorn.

Host
Forei(
Studentr
have
money
Call no
arrivir
Great
1-80
wee
HS G

own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned
herein are believed
to

be

reputable.

The Murray Ledger

GoL
eaprt
30 day
reg rE
needed
Mon-Fri
NAV

& Times, nor any of
Serve

its

employees

accept any responFUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 4892839
HALL'S WASTE
MANfACEMENT
• weekly &
I• Ioeall oui,cdroperaied
759-1151 • 293-2783
[
293-2784
Hamilton Granite

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix- it's &
repairs, decks pressure
washed and stained.
436-2228

One on
One sm
time a
makir
place a
tied mn
newsp
$250 F
metrot
classifier
this neir
KPS

MILLS & SON

Ben Mathis. Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

& Marble
3301 sc. Ftt 1)1N.
.7534087
Wei Murdock • 2911722
Displas Hour,8410.110
YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562. 227-0267

Tree
esti.
436-

METAL ROOFING
Stockwell & Sons
227-6238 or 759-1085

sibility whatsoever
for their activities

3 CRETE, LLC

1

Decorative Concrete
Floors• Walls • NPN
Counter Tops
270-293-7971

TROYER'S
Construction
Metal Roofing, Pole
Barn,
Shingle,
(270)804-6884

VIMIttt
ROOFING
References
available
F roe Estimates
(270) 293-5383
(270) 293-6927

Nced iteip Promoling, %our
Call US we will be glad to help.

for ONLY $85
per month.

211

N",
,
10 I .4...
27th 227- 1958

1Hill Electric
'ante I Viih
24 mom mama
Re... torn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or

RI

.11I Is a11111,
'Up!:

77i£ AUCTIONEER& REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM. KY- 270-623-8466

AN NO

DIVORI
out Chi
With
change
mant
&peen
easy C
days 1
www Co

(8733)*
(270)293-1118 Errierigency

TERME:10% Down, Balance In 30 Days
Paw IBlesvew•es 1Pireerwlawro It!

DRIVE
RD. WEST

Wo haul anything
ttse garbage
wont CRII ISA
for free esb

,In 2 Tracts And Combined

Prime Fulton County
FA MIN& A NO
Selling With A New Survey!

('1.klth'\

9/7 WISWELL
FOLLOW

170.28 ACRES

94 West out of Murray to Johnny Robertson Rd. South to Quad Creek
Drive, follow signs. Selling property of Mrs. Jane Felrniller

We Finance

much more

JOE'S Mowing Service
or Calloway County
NO IMMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Offering
Si miner
flours, July 81th, At 7:00 PAN. Rates for
Mowing
"Raymond & Estelle Everett Estate Farm"
,-;orv,ce Call Today
ell MKINA PI, BC EPM'WU CSC V
7 2,4t•6
From Hickman At The Jct Of Hwy 125 & Hwy
1099 Take Hwy 125, SE ; Mlles To
Montgomery School Rd, Turn Right, Proceed
South 4/10 Ws To The Farm...Signs Posted,

<jamesrcash.com For Malls!
43 acres. Hwy 1346
Dexter Across from
Jeffrey
Cemetery
year
with
Fenced
around water and pole
barn $89.900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext
120

470
Materzycles & Ails
YARD SALE 1
641 S. MIDWAY
1828 R. 6 MILES
WATCH FOR
SIGNS
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-7
Lots or old & new
tools, lawn
mowers,
lamps, tables,
movies. clothes

ESTATE AUCTION

Buyer Shall Recoive Sellers
1/3 Portion Of The 2010 Crop
Plus 1/3 01 The DCP Payment
Selling At Absolute Auction!!

t11:11.11:1rff

Knickknacks & More

SUBDIVISION

ALA

Outstanding 192.8 Acre FSA Base

Darts, Knives, Camp gear. Golf clubs & gear
Wedding Dress (size 8), Bar stools,

MULTI-FAMILY MOVING SALE
1539 OXFORD. CANTERBURY
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

ao Othrel

ANNOUNCEMENTS
E'S Mowing Service
Calloway County
•iering
Si meter
iies lot Mowing
,vice Call Today

JUNK
REMOVAL

One urger, One check,
One smart move Save
time arid money by
making one call to
place a 25-watd class.
lied in 70 Kentucky
newspapers to only
$250 For more information. contact the
classified department of
this newspaper or call
KPS 101.223.882t

270)227
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
omplete:free
'removal •Getter •
dear-erg *Insured

(270)753-TREE.
(8733)'
(270)293-1118
EMerigency

A '- S
WN CARE
•

I\
' .1 ice I
Nini I
lei I ,iks.
{2701 227- I95S

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
rotessional Flight
Instruction

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387
MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
- WASHING
Inlif'&100X1
la
:
• i ocki .5/111r
• Brick •Cpecreen
Decks•Fent:
(270)227-6160

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING •
Commercial &
Ftestdenttal
kSpbait InStaljation
&4.4auitenartee
etyPs expOrienCe•
70)7594/501
_ r_aarage Ci
repair
allation,
ntenance on doors
ope,ators. 2703-2357
and
WING
mming small to
gc Dependable, retie, gutters, mulch,
bs trimmed, hau11 years expene. Steven 767-9178
978-7002.

E Murray Ledger
Times considers
sources reliable,
Inaccuracies do
Readers

Cur.

ing this informan do so at their
n risk. Although
rsons and cornflies mentioned
rein are believed
be

DIVOri( l with or will
out Children 5125 0)
With F HEE name
change documentr and
marital settlenieril
agreement Fast and
easy Call us 24hrsi 7
days 1-888.789-0198
WWW.Cou rtDworceServ,

INSTRUCTIONAL

Ce corn

Wo haul anything
the garbage Man
wont. Cell Mike
for free esbmat

vrstee me •Ii
41...iluip
•Shil.lien: -

COL, No probteml
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified or
Financing available
888-780-5539

Seeking outside, in
We
provide direct marl
leads advanced train
tng and ongoing sup
port $1.650 $2.550
weekly commission
potential 866-7697964
hi- me sales rep

reputable.

e Murray Ledger
tmes, nor any of
employees
ept any responility whatsoever
their activities.

BUSINESS
SERVICES
DIREC TV Free
Standard Installation'
FREE Showtene
Stanz (3 mo)1 FREE
1-10,,DVR rpgrade! Ends
7-14-10. New customers only, Qual.
pkgs. From $29.99/ mo
DirectStarTV. 1-888802-3480
FINANCIAL
CASH NOW! Get cash
tor your structured settlement or annuity payments High payouts
Call JG Wentworth 1866-SETTLEMENT (1866-738-85361 Rated
A+ by the Better
Business Bureau
HEALTH SERVICES
If you used Type 2
Diabetes Drug AVANDIA and suffered a
stroke or Heart Attack,
you may be entitled to
compensation Attorney
Charles Johnson 1800-535-5727
HELP WANTED
ABLE TO TRAVEL.
Hiring 8 people. No
experience necessary.
Transpoitation & lodging furnished. Paid
training Vseek & travel
Entire USA. Start
today' www protekchemical corn 410-800
3614
FINAL EXPENSE
insurance Sales, company sales were up
over 30% in 2004
NeeJ one more premier
agei it to work leads
available Call Barney
Thome, 1-866-7334609
Host Families for
Foreign Exchange
Students. ages 15-18 &
have own spending
money & insurance
Call now for students
arriving in August,
Great life experience
1-800-SIBLING
www a;se corn
HS GRADS. Get a
great full-time lob,
Good pay. full benefits
30 days vacation/ yr_
reg. raises no exp.
needed. will train. Call
Mon-Fri (800)282-1384
NAVY RESERVE
in all fields
Serve part-time Paid
training & potential
sign-on bonus Great
benefits for school
Call Mon-Fri (800)2821384
Hiring

ACT NOW! You may
qualify for FREE
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR TRAINING Funded by State
WIA Program AMERICAN HEAVY EQUIPMENT TRAINING 866280-5836
AIRLINES ARE HIRING- Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified- Job
Placement Assistance
Call Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (88812072053
ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home
'Medical,'Business,
•Paralegal.
•Accounting, Criminai
Justice Job placement
assistance Computer
available Financial Aid
if qualified Call 866460-9765
www CenturaOnline.co

Amenca:
for over 120 chann.als'
$500 Bonus. 1-866240-3844
SPQR IING/SPORTING GOODS

Play Where the
Hooter's Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Golf
Course in Georgetown
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502
570-9849 for tee times
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
ACT NOW, You may
qua* for FREE
CLASS-A CDL Training
Funded by State WIA
Program Must meet
hinng requirements of
major trucking companies TRUCK AMERICA TRAINING 866244-3644
CALL NOW BIH
Trucking Company
International Truck
Dnving School Now
taktria Slider's!

No

CRETE, LLC

270-293-7971

Horoscope
ly lacovellne Mar
for
BIKIIIDAN
HAPPI
Friday. June 2.5. 2010:
This year. you often scrhallic
feelings that in the past Noll
would have kept hush-hush
Unexpected realizations pop up
out of nowhere. Avoid those
who attempt to control you. You
them.
with
win
cannot
Communication could be touchy
with a neighbor or relative this
year If you are single. it will
take a full year to get to know
someone new. You will have
surprises during the process. If
you are attached, the two of you
seem to connect on a very deep.
soulful level. CAPRICORN can
challenge the living daylights
out of you.

COL-A Drivers. We
nave More Miles, Just
ask our drivers! Your
hard work earns a solid
paycheck Van and
Flatbed divisions COLA,6 mo. OTR. Good
dnving record required.
Western Express. 888801-5295
Class-A Drivers OTR
Midwest Freight- Need
Dnversi Great Miles.
Hometime, Benefits.
Sign-On Bonus! Ask
about Jump Start
Lease Program! 0/0
Positions Available
Call ACT Today! 877
584-7240

The Stars Show the kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-1)ynamiL

Dnver- COMPANY
Expenenced OTR tiny
eta and Teams
Consistent Miles,
Excellent Health benefits, 6 mo OTR exp &
current COL 888-4633962
www usatruck.lobs eoe
rritl/h/v

4-Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Your desire to connect with
family o• stay close to home
could stun you Ideas fly to and
out of your mhd. A power play
can only be won by not playing.
Fatigue marks your decisions. A
friend inspires you to risk and go
in a new direction. Tonight: A
force to be dealt with Out and
about.

Dnvers- CDL-A Home
most weekends, Up to
42e Good miles &
tienefits! $2,000 signcn Bonus No felonies
OTR exp required
Lease purchase available 800-441-4271
xKY-100

TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
**** You have a tendency to

ensed & Insured
References
available
roe Estimates

walcomP to apply
Assistance in obtaining
CDL is available! 1800-277-0212
WWW primetnc com

Hinng CDL-A Solo
Drivers & Teams!
Minimum age 23. 2 yrs
'PT exp. No cnminal
convictions! Apply at
viwwsummitt.com Or 1866-333-5333 for app

Check us out
on the Web!
WWW.murrayiedger.com

?t„
1-111c ss

;

Macey. spayed. it,
tenialc. iine yearBkc
domestic shen hair, black and female. Russian
short hair, gray iNlis;
hue INtol
SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
qfpLTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM •
1

if Mier

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Understand what is going
on with a family member by
walking in his or her shces. It
might be difficult to get a clear
response. A child or a loved one
could be demanding past your
limits Walk away without any
words, for now Tonight: Head
home first, then decide.

11111,0

*
Murrav-Calluway Countv Animal Shelter
at (27(l) 759-4141

Management, bachelor or so _

Business Management
and Associate of Science.Advantage is an accelerated
adult degree completion program that brings classes locally
to 29 cities and towns all across
Kentucky. Southern Illinois and
through the online tOrmat. Faceto-face classes are uttered one
night a week in five-weak intervals. Adults can earn undergraduate and graduate degrees in this
accelerated format.
Mid-Continent University
was founded in 1949 and is
private. non-profit. Southern
Baptist affiliated organization
headquartered in Mayfield.
MCU is accredited by the
ot
Association
Southern
Colleges (SACS a For more
information. contact Adyantage
at 888-MCU-GRAD or advantageOf`midcontinentedu.

ence in

Colgate Country Showdown
scheduled for August 14

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Conversations with

Suddenly. a partner becomes
much more verbal than in the
past. In a week or so. you might
long for a return to what was! For
now, keep your opintons to yourself: Tonight Nap then decide.

s Al7OFT.A.PET:

addition to the master of science
Resource
Human
in

evane3.:ent,
Your
Tonight:
sparkling self is 7aquested.

Special to the Ledger
GRAND RIVERS. Ky. -- The
country music artists are preparthose you look up to prove to be
ing for the 29th Annual Colgate
REGIONAL DRIVERS most rewarding. Unexpected
the
NEEDED' More
developments could force ycu to Country showdown at
Hometimel Top pay'
Variety: Music, Memories and
regroup. A family member acts
Newer equipment' Up
Out in order to get your attention.
More theatre in Grand Rivers on
to 1431 mile company
Tonight. TGIF. Meet a Mend.
. 14, at noon.
Satutday„Aug
drivers' 12 months
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
WMOK 920 AM, a Withers
OTR required HEART- *** Honor your limits. You can
LAND EXPRESS 1Broadcasting radio station, will
find an alternate way to the
800-441-4953
same place if you stop thinking take part in hosting America's
wieneheartlandexin the same old groove: Your largest country music talent
press.corn
sense of direction informs you
search and radio promotion.
when to pull out of a controlling
Hosted by WMOK's radio perdon't
Just
There are many reaTonight:
situation.
sons to Join Boyd
sonalties Evan Spencer and Tim
overdo it
Bros Third pay raise in SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Niehay, acts will compete for
place' Sign-On Bonus' ***** Others might go back
the opportunity to perform at
Stay Loaded' Lease
and forth You know what you
this year's State Colgate
tosswant, and even if someone
Purchase Program
Hiring Company,
es you a foul ball you know what Country Showdown to be held
to do. A boss could be touchy. in London. Ky., on Sept. 25 durOwner. Cps. Students
Smile within. Be grateful that ing the World Chicken Festival.
800-543-8923
today is Fnday Tonight. Christen
State winners will vie for a
the weekend in your unique
SL000 cash prize and will
style
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Do only what you must, and
postpone any maior decisions,

70) 293-5383
70)293-6927

elp.

Mid-Continent University's Advantage
program launches new off-site locations

say what you feel, but in your
own time. Suddenly an impulsiveness takes over that could
shock even you. Respond to
someone who is vague. Ask
questions. Tonight: Choose an
adventure.

OYER'S
struction
al Roofing, Pole
n.
Shingles
(804-6884

OOFING

Photo provioed

FANCY FARM SOFTBALL: Pictured is Team MCCH in the Fancy Farm Recreational
Association. Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently sponsored a girl's 10-12 year-old softball team in the Fancy Farm Recreational As,;ociation. The team is currently 6-1 for the season, and is coached by Steven Thomas, a biomedical engineer at MCCH, and Zech Mills.

Special to the Ledger
Nil d -ContInc ill University
Advantage has announced the
launch of the accelerated bachelor of science in Psychology &
Drivers- Owners.
Counseling at new off-site locaOperators. $3000tions slated to include Paducah.
$4000/ week. Your
20)
21-June
GEMINI(May
Madisonville, Bowling Green.
Tractor, Our Trailer,
asking
keep
Others
*****
Owensboro and Louisville. The
must run 2800-3000
you for this and that The issue
miles per week. Home for you remains difficult. You
program's classes were previevery 14 days. Midwest don't want to Jeopardize a situaously offered only face-to-face
MEDICAL HELP
to Southwest runs. 1tion that could involve finances. at the Mayfield MCL1 campus
WANTED
800-817-3962.
Slow down. Detach Tonight:
and online.
How about a get-together with a
Mid-Continent's psychology
Ky Health Training:
friend?
Flatbed Company &
chair. Dr. Keith
department
Certified Clinical
0/0 Drivers Needed
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Roach, said, "A major in pay Medical Assistant. EKG
*** Work continues to demand
0/0 Must have own
Technician, Nurse Aide
chology can offer a student a
your attention, though you would
trailer. Company
Training, Phlebotomy
wide variety of choices in career
like to relax or go enjoy yourself.
Drivers can make UP
training. Lexington &
Focus on the main issues. Know
to 27% of the Gross,
fields. Our program is designed
Georgetown. Day,
that you can and will clear your
Home Weekends
to otter foundational support for
Night. Weekend classdesk. Tonight: Finish. Don't start
Guwantee Minimum
educational endeavors in Dr. Keith Roach
future
es 859-963-2901, 888anything new, Don't push.
Pay, Call M-F
program and beyond. greater understanding. It is truly
master's
a
274-2018
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
SAM -4PM 800-525infor- a win-win situation for students
www kyhealthtraining,,.
**** Avoid worrying about a Students will receive the
3383 ext. 106
mation and experience to help and employers."
om
WWW TLEXPHESS C situation too much You don't
them choe -e the right direction
Jackie Imhoff, vice president
need to aoree with °Theis: you
ON
MISCELLANEOUS
simply need to present your
for their lives. If a student does for Adult Programs at Midthoughts Someone close
not want to pursue post-gradu- Continent, said. "Advantage is
Flatbed, Reefer and
FREE HD FOR LIFE
unpredictable and could surprise
Tanker Drivers
ate education then this program very pleased to offer this major
Only on DISH Network'
you. Add more imagination into
Needed' Experienced
will prepare them to do their as yet another off-site option in
Lowest pnce in
and others' too.
dnvers & CDL students your day,
more efficiently and with
jobs
$24.99.1 mo

SALE' COL Training
Starting at $19951 WIA
Approved Job
Placement Assistance
Tuition reimbursement
available Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt Sterling,
KY 859-498-9988,
800-883-0171

Senior Market Sales
oraeve Concrete
s• Walls• NPN
Counter Tops

I hurstlas. June 24. 2010 • 9 X

advance to the regional competition in the fall. The five
regional winners will be awarded an all-expense paid trip to the
National Finals where they will
compete for the $100,000 Grand
Prize and the National Title.
The 29th Annual Colgate
Country Showdown gives aspiring country music artists in
America the chance to launch
their professional careers. Open
to vocal and/or instrumental
performers,the Colgate Country
Showdown welcomes individual acts or groups with up to
seven members to compete.
Acts must also not have performed on a reconl charted in
the top 100 country format of
Billboard. Radio and Records.
or the Gavin Retain within 18

months preceding the competi
tion. To ensure fairness, a uniform judging system is used on
all levels of competition.
A $15 entry tee is required 01
all acts entering the competition. Entry forms are available
at WMOK Studio at 339
Fairgrounds
Road in Metropolis. Ill., and
the 105.5 The Cat and 106.7
WZZL Studios at 1700 8th St..
Paducah. Entries will he available and can be turned in on the
day of the performance. Those
entering are asked to arrive one
hour prior to the showdown for
sound checks. Contestants need
to bring at least three song
choices.
For more information. call
WMOK at 618-524-9209.

Oscar organizers ponder earlier show time

LOS ANGELES r AP)
Academy Awards organizers are

talking about moving up the
date of the show, possibly as
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Focus on friends, asso- early as January.
At a Tuesday meeting, the
ciates arid meetings. A lunch
could become the end of your
academy's board of governors
workday If you can schedule a
discussed the idea of holding the
late lunch. do. A partner or assoearlier. Most recent
Oscars
ciate might have a very grim or
shows haYe been held in late
difficult attitude. Tonight: Find
February.
your Mends
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
A statement Wednesday by the
**** Continue assuming a academy said the earliest any
high profile, whether you like it or
date change could take effect
not You might have to act like a
would be for the Oscars in 2012.
a
allow
you
If
project.
boss on a
close fnend, associate or partner
A firm date of Feb. 27 already
to rain on your parade he or she
has been set for next year's 83rd
will. Tonight Join work friends for
Oscars.
a little relaxation
The academy statement said
the idea is "being eaplored as a
BORN TODAY
Novelist George Orwell (1903). possibility"
singer Carly Simon (1945) actor
"There are a number of quesScott Terra (1987)
still to he answered and
tions
•••
Jacqueline Biger is on the challenges to be addressed with
Internet at www.jacquelinebi- regard to moving the show to an
gar.com
earlier date.- the statement said.

"The academy governors and
staff have been and will continue to look into those questions
and challenges. No decision has
been made and there is currently no timetable for when a decision might be made.Leslie Unger. spokeswoman
for the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences,
would not comment on why a
date change was being considered.
For many years, the Oscars
were held in late March but
were moved to February in 2004
to shorten what many in
Hollywood considered a prolonged awards season.
.At the time. Oscar planners
said waiting until late March to
hand out awards might have
been hurting the show's TV ratings, with audiences losing
interest by then. Slotting the
show in late February brought

Hollywood's biggest aNii aids
show closer to earlier honors.
such as the Golden Globes and
ceremonies held by actors and
directors guilds.
s,iy ari'rt:s iences now arc
inundated with one award,
show atter another and that the
flurry of ceremonies Mild hi:
more furious il the I. 1scal

%%etc

moved earlier.
''Isn't moy iemaking all allow
creating suspense and waiting.
waiting, waiting for your pay
or- said Tom O'Neil. a colum.
webinte
mst for awards
TheEnvelope.com. "We're see
mg a herd mentality taking
effect now.Oscar titers are influenced by
earlier awards and might he
more inclined to play follow the
leader, choosing the same yy
ners if the show were held l's
er to other ceremon,.., It-sc,
said
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Looking !ack
tin years ago
C oast to Coast will not be
among the stores included in the
new Shoppes of Murray when
the inapt-on oh the stores open.
Births Ieponed include a boy
to Mr and Mrs. Ben Lamb. June
IS. and a girl to Mr and Mrs.
Kenneth Ray Vickery. June 20.
Rebecca Lee has been accepted to the Governor's School for
the Arts in Dance. She was also
accepted tot smuttier study to the
Bnansky Sat doga Ballet in New
York. the Nutmeg Conservatory
in Torrington. Conn., and the
Nash'. Me Ballet summer intensive.
Lee is the daughter or Greg and
Laura Lee
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of the
Murray State Unoersity Summet
Band performing in the quadrangle on the campus. The band,
made up of members of all ages.
will lie tom July 4 as part of
the Freedom Fest acto ities. The
Photograph vs as by Staff Photographer Maik Cooper.
Births reported include a girl
to Betty and Randy Spencer and
a boy to Patricia and Randy
Greenw ay. June 24: a boy yo
Michelle and Mickey Eaton. June
25.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lassiter of
Hazel will he married 66 years
July 5.
Thirty years ago
has
had
three
"Murray
prospects looking at the Tappan
facility in the past two months
and we are very encouraged by
this." said Denny Gnffih of Southern Kentucky Industrial Development Association of Hopkins'.ilk
who was speaking at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club.
Birth, reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs_ Tommy Kidd.
June 7, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie L. Gteen. June 12, a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Ira E. Lee and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Ford. June 13: a boy to Sir. and
Mrs. Johnny Cooper. June 16: a
girl to Mr. and Mr, Thomas

Mani,. June 19
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of
Di William G Nash who is retiring as vice president for academic affairs and dean of the faculties. arid Dr. Ralph A. Tess, eneer,
dean of graduate school of Murray State University who is leaving to become %ice president for
academic affairs at Northern Kentucky State College in Campbell
County.
Births reported include a girl
to Capt. and Mrs. John E. Turner and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Darnell. June 24. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs_ Bruce Blubarum
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Brown, June 25
Fifty years ago
Murray' Fire Chief Playa
Robertson said today that laws
regarding the burning of trash
outside proper containers and the
burning of outside buildings will
he enforced in the future.
Saving bond sales in Calloway
County showed an increase of
about 75 percent for the past five
months of 1960 over 1959, according to Max Beak, county chairman.
Charlene Norsworthy. Leota
Norswonhy and Jo Burkeen were
elected officers of Penny Homemakers Club at a meeting at the
home of Mrs. Delia Graham.
Sixty years ago
, R.L. Cooper. Dewey Ragsdale.
O.A. Adams. O.C. McLemore.
W.B. Moser, Henry Fulton. Carlos Jones and Paul Gargus were
installed a.s new officers of the
Murray Lions Club,
Jerry Overcast, Joe Lee Hadden, Walter Jones Jr. and Hal Houston Jr. left June 26 at attend the
National Jamboree of Boy Scouts
of America at Valley Foige. Pa.
Louis J. Boyd of Lynn Grove
was one of five students at the
University of Kentucky College
of Agriculture to score perfect
scholastic standing for the second semester.

COMICS / FEATURES
Would-be pilot maps out life
for himself and future family
DEAR ABBY: I'm a 15year-old boy who is trying to
figure out my career. I'm with
'Jets.' the girl of my dreams
and I intend on being with
her forever. We plan to have
kids in the future.
I want to be a pilot, and
Jen wants to
be a stay-athome mom.
I
realize.
though. that
if I'm a pilot
I won't be
home much.
and I know
that':
not
Dear Abby good for a
couple tryBy Abigail
ing to start
Van Buren
a family. All
I ever dreamed about was
becoming a pilot, and I don't
think I can give this up.
At the same time, my family comes first. How do I go
about solving this problem? - PLANNING AHEAD IN
MISSOURI
DEAR
PLANNING
AHEAD: You appear to be a
young man with his feet on
the ground. What you're not
taking into consideration is that
there are many happily married pilots who enjoy flourishing family lives as well as
careers. Do some more research
about the various kinds of jobs
that are offered in the aviation industry, and you may be
pleased to find that you. too,
can have both. And keep in
mind that your ambitions may
change as you get older
DEAR ABBY: My 73-yearold mother took it upon herself to go to a senior center
and learn how the computer

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. June 24.
the 175th day of 2010. There are
190 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 24. 1509. Henry. VIII
was crowned king of England. his
wife. Catherine or Aragon. was
crowned queen consort.
On this date:
In 1314, the forces of Scotland's King Robert I defeated the
English in the Battle of Bannockburn_
In 18(17, a grand jury. in Rich-

mond, Va., indicted former Vice
President Aaron Burr on charges
of treason and high misdemeanor
(he was later acquitted).
In 1908. the 22nd and 24th
presidents of the United States.
Grover Cleveland. died in Princeton. N.J., at age 71.
In 1910, Italian autoinaker Alfa
Romeo was founded in Milan.
In 1948, Communist forces cut
off all land and water routes
between West Germany and West
Berlin, prompting the western allies
to .3rganize the Berlin Airlift. The

Republican National Convention.
meeting in Philadelphia, nominated Neu York Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey for president.
In 1968. "Resurrection City,a shantytown constructed as part
of the Poor People's March on
Washington, D.C., was closed down
by authorities.
In 1975, 113 people were killed
when an Eastern Airline!: Boeing
727 crashed while attempting to
land during a thundei storm at New
York's John F. Kennedy International Airport

BY 131. IL t_I E.SC)
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Routine treatment for constipation
may be unnecessary
DEAR DR. GOT!': Is there any
health nsk, other than the taste, in
drinking five ounces of magnesium
citrate a week to clean out my
digestive system? Thanks for your
opinion,
DEAR
READER:
Magnesium
citrate is an
over-thecounter substance used to
treat constipation. It is
taken
by
mouth in liquid form that
Dr. Gott can
be mixed
with water or
By
juice.
The
Dr. Peter Gott dose depends
on the reason
a person is taking it. Magnesium
citrate works by pulling water from
tissues into the small intestines.
thereby stimulating a bowel movement within 30 minutes to three
hours. When smaller doses are
taken, especially when taken with
food, the process slows. Following
each use, a person should drink two
additional glasses of water to
replace the fluids that will be lost
during evacuation.
Side effects can include nausea,
bloating, abdominal pain and a loss
of normal bowel response if the
magnesium citrate is used on a
long-term basis.
Laxatives can result in diarrhea.
This, in turn, can cause a loss of
electrolytes, essential nutrients such
as potassium and other fluids in the
body. If diarrhea occurs, a person
should replace those lost fluids with
two to three quarts of sports drinks
or other fluids daily until the diarrhea stops. Some brands of magnesium citrate contain sugar and
should be avoided if a person has a
history of diabetes.
I am unsure why you are taking
the product. If you have regular

works -- Internet. e-mails, etc.
She has five children, and
were all on the Internet. She
didn't tell us because she wanted it to 'w a surprise -- and
was it ever! I tlipped when I
turned on my computer and
found her name on an incoming message!
Abby. Mom doesn't own a
computer, and the nearest senior center that has one is 3t)
miles away, but that didn't stop
her.
We're currently setting up
a computer for her, and I'm
proud to say that she'll be able
to use it for more than playing one of her favorite card
games, Hearts. We're all proud
of Mom! -- COLLEEN IN ST.
PAUL. MINN.
DEAR COLLEEN: I salute
your mother and the burgeoning number of seniors who
refuse to be intimidated by technology. Computers and cell
phones have become cheaper
and easier to use, and Websurfing isn't a "sport" that's
meant to be enjoyed only by
the young. The computer-phobic can learn a lot from your
mother's example.
•••
DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I have been married five years
and have a beautiful 4-yearold daughter. Two years ago,
my wife cheated on three different occasions with three different men. Each time she
admitted her infidelity to me
the following day.
I was heartbroken. I have
fallen out of love with her
and no longer find her attractive. I didn't leave immediately because I didn't want our
daughter to be raised in a broken home. Also, my wife didn't have a job. I thought I
could forgive her and get over
it. but I can't and don't think
I ever will.
Should I leave her or stay
in a marriagc where I feel I
am being unfair to myself and
that I deserve better? Please
advise. -- BETRAYED IN
KANSAS
DEAR BETRAYED: I'm
sorry your wife cheated on
you -- three times, yet. But if
you have to ask me for permission to leave her, the answer
is no. You'll know the time is
right when you are ready to
take the responsibility for that
decision all by yourself.

Contract Bridge
Double Trouble
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•A K.1107 3
V5 2
.j5
•()84
WEST
EAST
•
+8542
97
A Q64 3
•I
•9 8 7 3
+109
4.K 7 (, 5 2
SOUTH
•Q 9
IRKJ 10
•A 1., )1 2
•A
The biddingSouth
West
North
Fast
1•
Pass
I•
Pass
2V
Pass
3•
Pass
4NI
Pass
5•
Pass
NT
Dblc
()petting lead
sty 01 spades

sty notrunip. In doing so, he revealed
to declarer where the missing high
cards were located.
Armed with this knowledge:
South made the slam by adopting a
somewhat unnatural line of play II,:
won the spade lead with the queen,
led a low diamond to dummy's jack
and mtumed a diamond to the queen.
After West showed out on the second
round. leaving South with just II
tricks. &claret cashed the A-K of
diamond', and dummy's -K-J-10 of
spades ist produce this position:
North
.7
5
4c)8
West
East
•A()
linmaterial
.1
South
V k .1
+.A
%hen South next cashed
When your opponents t.luntarily dummy's Iasi spade and discarded
undertake a slam. you should not the jack of hearts. West tinind himdouble them unless you are self in dire straits. Ile could not
absolutely certain you can defeat the afford to discard the jack of clubs,
contract. This is especially true if which would have gis en declarer
your double gases declarer infOrma- two club tricks instead Mom,so he
lion that might allow him to make a discarded the queen olltearts instead.
contract he would not otherwise This did not help West at all, because
South simply led a heart to the king
make.
In the present case, for example. and won the last two tricks with the
West clearly should not has,: doubled queen and ace 01 clubs.
Tomorrow: Test )0Ur play

•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
•••
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DOWN
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36 Cook in a wok
(hyph.)
38 Brown songbirds
39 Garage contents
40 Type of cookie
41 Silt deposit
43 Roofed porch
47 Hole puncher
48 Diamond or
Simon
50 Ms. Braxton
51 Susan — of
"L A. Law"
52 Zoo barker
53 Rodin sculpture

1 One-stripe GI's
5 White-hat wearer
9 Dell wares
12 Grades 1-12
13 Big Dipper bear
14 Parcel of land
15 Spats
17 Reeves of '-The
Matrix"
19 Stocky horse
20 Teamster rig
21 Galley glitches
24 No longer in
use
27 Squeeze
oranges
28 Bantu people
29 As well
30 Play it by —
31 Future all-star
32 Under par
33 Former JFK
arrival
34 Octopi have
eight
35 Villain's work
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bowel movements and don't suffer
from constipation, perhaps you
don't need the weekly cleansing
Instead. you might consider a t! '
of eatinc more fresh fruits and
etahles, including cereals with bran
for breakfast and drinking up to
three quarts of fluids each day. It
you do suffer from constipation on
a regular basis. I recommend you
make an appointment with a your
physician or a gastroenterologist to
review your medical history and
medications to determine the cause.
Certain medications can contribute
to constipation. so that would he an
easy place to begin.
DEAR DR. GOT!': I am a 60year-old female in good health. For
the past four years, I have developed tonsil stones that are frustrating. I don't have them allehe time,
but when I do. they remain for days
to weeks. The only way I can dislodge them is if I happen to sneeze
really hard. When they do come
out, they are shaped like tiny cauliflowers and have a really had odor
to them.
What causes them"' What can I do
to avoid getting them? How can I
get rid of them for good"
DEAR READER: The tonsils,
while appearing smooth, are filled
with crevices where bacteria and
other debns can become trapped.
fins matter can concentraw, harden
and calcify, causing stones.
The only surefire permanent
is
tonsillectomy
treatment
However, there are mtenm steps
that can be considered Nothing
need be done if a person is without
symptoms. With symptoms, routine
saltwater gargles might work, or the
stones might be dislodged successfully with a cotton swab or pick.
Antibiotics nught be prescribed in
some cases, hut drugs in this e,,i•
gory can cause additional probletii,
When conservative measures tail,
surgical removal of the tonsils may
be appropriate.

Muria!)
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16 Dawn goddess
18 Rhea cousin
20 Graf rival
21 Ringlet
22 Nutritional
supplement
23 Somewhat
24 Mannequin
25 Gen Powell
26 Bridge
charges
28 Don Diego ae
la Vega
31 Loose robes
35 Misprints
37 Muddy track
38 Kind of dance
or paint
40 Saved by the
41 Parent
42 Wool supplier
43 By way of
44 Give silent
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45 Chromosome
material
46 Objective
49 Wide shoe
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NBA DRAFT

PREP BASEBALL

'Excited'
Wall
waiting
on No. 1
COUSINS: `I
BELIEVE I AM
THE BEST
TALENT IN
THE DRAFT'
By BRIAN MAHONEY
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (All -- John
Wall will almost certainly be the
choice when the Washington
Wizards make the first pick in
the NBA draft.
Maybe that's the wrong
Kentucky kid.
DeMarcus Cousins, Wall's
college teammate, said he is the
best player in the draft and "it's
that simple."
"I am the most dominant, and
I believe I am the biggest game
changer,"
Cousins
said
Wednesday. "I believe I am the
best talent in the draft."
Still, don't expect the
Wizards to change their minds.
Though NBA rules prevent
them from confirming it.
they've been expected to take
Wall from the moment they
landed the No. I pick. They
were in dire need of something
good to happen after a disastrous
season, and it did when they surprisingly won last month's draft
lottery, which offered the AllAmerican point guard as the top
prize.
Wearing a cardigan sweater
with a large '1' on it. Wall
appeared relaxed Wednesday
when he met the media, but said
that isn't entirely the case.
"I'm excited, but at the same
time a little nervous," he said. "I
probably won't get any sleep
tonight or tomorrow before the
day starts."
The Philadelphia 76ers are
likely to take national player of
the year Evan Turner from Ohio
State with the No. 2 pick.

Reebok
introduces
Wall's
shoe
NEW YORK (AP)— On the
eve of the NBA draft, John Wall
introduced his new shoe with
Reebok.
Reebok officials did not
release contract terms. Yahoo!
anonymous
Sports, citing
sources, reported the deal is for
five years and $25 million.
The "ZigTech Slash" is part
of the ZigTech collection of
Reebok.
The guard front Kentucky
said he had other offers, but the
key for him was the chance to be
the face of basketball for
Reebok.
"I needed to grab the opportunity and run with it," he said.
His shoe commercial will
debut during Thursday's draft,
when Wall will likely be drafted
No. I by the Washington
Wizards.
—To have your own commercial is a dream come true," he
said.
Reebok's slew of current
NBA players include Yao Ming.
But except for Allen Iverson, the
shoe company has not had a
huge star for several years.
"I feel like Reebok needed a
guy like that," he said.
Having grown up as a
"sneaker guy," Wall said it took
him some time to decide with
which company to sign.
"Growing up you like Nike
and all that," he said. "I looked
into it from the business side,
and I feel like this is the hest
choice for me."

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Calloway County sophomore Dylan Dwyer (left) and Murray sophomore Austin Adams were two of three First Region invitees to the KHSBCA
Sop".omore Showcase in Louisville earlier this week. Dwyer. Calloway's No. 1 starter, finished the 2010 season with a 2.02 earned run average and
hit .415 at the plate. Adams finished with a 2.78 ERA and hit for an average of .376 with four home runs.

phomore studs
DWYER, ADAMS SHOW OFF AT SHOWCASE,
HOPE TO CONTINUE TREND OF LOCAL STANDOUTS
Higginson received an invite,
By TOMMY DILLARD
First Region
but did not attend.
Sports Wnter
For both Dwyer and Adams,
For the past two seasons, the
KHSBCA Honorees
First Region Player of the Year both lefthanders. it was their
1st Team All-State: Br OCK Cowney
(Murray)
has come from within the bor- first invitational showcase.
Honorable Mention All-State:
"It was a fun experience,"
ders of Calloway County.
Andrew Shultz (Graves Cot. Caleb
If it's all the same to anyone said Dwyer, who served as
Snelley (Ballard Memorial)
Junior West All-Stars: Jordyn Abell
else, Dylan Dwyer and Austin Calloway's No. 1 pitcher this
(Ballard Memorial). Josh Dickson
Adams would like to ensure that past season. "I was excited to be
(Lone Oak), Eric Winn (Lone Oak)
the 2012 MVP honors stay here. able to go up there and try out.
Sophomore Showcase Players:
Austin Adams (Murray). Dylan Dwyer
Hoping to follow in the foot- show them what I've got.
(Calloway Co). Wibam Higginson
"There were a bunch of
steps of 2010 POY Brock
(Mayfield)
Downey and 2009 selection (coaches and scouts) up there,
Casey Brockman, Dwyer, rising sitting in the stands with their to the role, having gone 5-4 with
junior pitcher and outfielder at pitching radars and notepads a 2.02 earned run average and
striking out an average of more
Calloway, and Adams, rising and everything."
Adams, who received several than one batter per inning during
junior pitcher and first baseman
at Murray. participated in the big-game starts during Murray's the 2010 campaign. In two of
Kentucky High School Baseball run to the regional champi- his losses, he surrendered three
Association onship game this past year. said hits or less.
Coaches
He was also the team leader
Sophomore Showcase Tuesday he enjoyed the chance to play at
the University of Louisville's hitting-wise, posting a .415
in Louisville.
average.
They performed for college Jim Patterson Stadium.
Dwyer picked up regular"The field was pretty cool,
coaches and professional scouts
alongside top 2012 prospects and it was good to get to see a season wins over both Marshall
lot of the best guys from other County and Murray. holding the
from across the state.
Marshals to one run while accuThe showcase was invitation- regions," he said.
For both Adams and Dwyer, mulating 11 strikeouts over
only and served as the lead-up to
Wednesday's Junior and Senior the role of ace pitcher appears to seven innings.
He also threw a gem in the
East/West All-Star Games. The be theirs to lose over the next
offer was extended to three First two years at their respective opening round of the 4th District
tournament. keeping Marshall
Region players, as voted on by schools.
Dwyer is already accustomed scoreless through six innings
coaches. Mayfield's William

before surrendering the tying
and go-ahead ran in the seventh.
He notched a complete-game
4-2 win, giving up just five hits,
over eventual First Region
chanipion Lone Oak in May.
"Dylan had a great season
and very much exceeded my
expectations as a sophomore,"
said Calloway coach Zach
Hobbs, "He did a pretty good
job throwing two pitches for
strikes this year. and we'd like
to see him throw three pitches
for strikes in any count next
year.
"He'll get a little more dominant on the mound, and offensively, he'll be a little more
patient and let the game come to
him. He's already stepped up for
us. leadership-wise."
At Murray, the pitching spotlight was mostly reserved for the
team's two seniors — Downey
and Aron Sweeney — this past
season, though Adams did pitch
a pair of district games and started the First Region championship.
He finished the year 6-3 with
a 2.78 ERA while hitting for an
average of .376 with four home

runs and 31 RBI.
Adams got off to a hot start in
2010 at the plate, then turned in
the biggest game of his young
career in his first district start on
the mound, where he combined
with Sweeney to hold Marshall
County to four runs.
Then, several weeks later, he
threw a five-inning no-hitter as
Murray avenged an earlier loss
with a 10-0 win over Carlisle
County.
"He did what we needed him
to do — contribute to the team
as a sophomore, but not put too
much pressure on himself."
Murray coach Mike Johnson
said. "He's pretty confident on
the mound. but he needs to get
more consistent, really go at hitters and get them out earlier in
the count.
"Hitting-wise, he just needs
to get more consistent, and he
will as he grows a little and gets
more game experience."
Adams is playing with
American Legion Post 26 in
Mayfield this summer while
Dwyer is suiting up for Athletics
Baseball, based out of Jackson.
Tenn.

WORLD CUP: UNITED ‘4 %TES I, ALGERIA 9

Moving on!
DONOVAN'S INJURY-TIME GOAL PUTS U.S. IN
SECOND-ROUND MATCHUP VS. GHANA

MiCHAEL SOHN I AP

Landon Donovan. front left, celebrates after scoring a
goal with fellow team members Clint Dempsey, back left.
and Edson Huddle, front right, during the World Cup
group C match between the United States and Algeria in
Pretoria. South Africa, Wednesday.

By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
PRETORIA. South Africa
(AP) — This moment might he
celebrated for decades.
Once again. the United States
was minutes from World Cup
elimination.
Once again. soccer's fleeting
moment in America had come
and was about to go.
And then, in a was that usually only happens in movies.
Landon Dono-.an stormed up
the field in breathtaking dash,
determined to make sure this
chance would not be lost.
tk passed the hall ahead to

Jozy Altidore, who squared it to
Clint Dempsey. His shot
bounced off the goalkeeper and
Donovan.
rebounded
to
Instinctively. he slammed the
ball into the goal.
Noise started coming from
every direction at old Loftus
Versfeld. ()ono% an spun. his jaw
dropped and his face filled with
wide-eye glee. He sprinted to
the corner flag. sliding headfirst
as if he were Pete Rose, and
teammates piled on one atter
another, with Michael Bradley
somersaulting onto the top. like
a human cherts.. on the celebration cake.

Thousands of red-white-andblue clad fans who had traveled
halfway around the world will
talk about this for the rest ot
their lives. Donovan won't forget this night for the remainder
of the his days. this 1-0 victory
over Algeria on Wednesday
night that vaulted the United
States into the knockout phase
of the World Cup and set off an
explosion of joy in every corner
of the country back home.
The significance of his goal,
of this victory, cannot be overstated for a developing soccer
nation still yearning to prove it
belongs.

•••••
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CHARLIE RIEDEL AF
at
Graeme McDowell of Northern Ireland kisses the U.S. Open trophy after winning the U.S. Open Sunday
California.
northern
in
Links
Golf
Beach
Pebble
the

EUROPEAN
The 80's may well be characterized by many for its music.
with wave upon wave of classic pop tunes from established
bands such as U2. Depeche
Mode and Simple Minds, and
of course the one hit wonders
like Men Without Hats' Safety Dance.
For European golf it was a
classic era period. The Masters had become
what appeared to
be a European
, Tour stop. Seve
Ballesteros' win
in 1983 led to
S dgrass over a decade
"
of dominance by the men from
across the pond. The domino
effect of Seve's win propelled
European golf to a new level.
Seve's win was followed closely by Bernhard Langer '85.
'93. Sandy Lyle '88, Nick Faldo
'89„ '90, '96, Ian Woosnam
91 and also Jose Maria Olazabal '94. '99.
The European team also
began to dominate the Ryder
Cup during the same period

GOLF SEEMS TO BE ON THE UPRISE
after being the perennial doormat to the U.S. in the event.
European golf was in full
bloom, then as quickly as it
had blossomed it appeared to
be attacked by a "Tiger" and
went into a slow decline.
Graeme McDowell's win this
past week at US golf's major
championship niight mark a
resurgence of European golf.
The European Tour is a close
knit community where many
players travel across the European Continent and beyond
together, and often room together in hotels. McDowell's win
will spark confidence and belief
in many others as it did during that famous era of the mid
80's and early 90's.
Many followers of the PGA
Tour will be well aware of the
foreign names that dot the leader
boards week in week out. Many
of these players, like McDowell, come from the British Isles.
Golfers such as Paul Casey,
Ian "Pants" Poulter. Luke Donald, Justin Rose, Lee Westwood and Padraig Harrington
are all proven performers, and

it seems just a matter of time
before they explode into another wave of major championship
victones.
Harrington already has two
Claret Jugs to his name. and
Westwood, after several close
misses, seems destined to win
a major and shake the ominous title of possibly being
"the best player never to win
Poor old Colin
major".
Montgomery earned that banner for many years and was
never able to get over the
hump.
Little did 1 know as a 17yezr-old playing in the British
Boys Championship in northern Scotland that 1 was competing with golfers that would
move on to become world beaters. Both Harrington and Westwood were in the field that week
in the summer of 1989 along
with several other top Euro
stars. European golf is on the
rise again, most notably from
those from the U.K. So look
out! "The Brits are coming.
once again!"

Will Snodgrass is the director of golf at Miller Memorial and brings an iaternational flavor to the staff coming
from England. Will was recruited to play golf for MSU in
the fall of 1990. where he
graduated in 1994. Will served
as the Assistant Golf Course
Superintendent for 9 years and
the Clubhouse/Pro Shop Manager for 3 years before moving into his role as Director
in July 2008.
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Glendale Road
Church of Christ
Murray, Kentucky

Sunday,J u e 21,-2010

as we welcome

III The Murray Country Club will host the
27th Annual Kings &
Queens Tournament on
Saturday. June 26 and
Sunday, June 27. Entry
information is available
from the club office at
(270) 762-0068. A limited number of entnes
are still available for
afternoon
Saturday
only. Practice rounds
may be played on
Thursday 25th after
2:00pm, and all day
Fnday 25th Tee times
are required; schedule
tee times with the Pro
Shop at 270-753-9430.

Gerry Muuka aced
the par-3 16th at
Memorial
Miller
recently. Muuka's
hole in one came
with a 5 iron from
149 yards out.

Poe Fringe waits poor off
photos from tooriarnots,
scromiles, Milos pod
Mole la nes tor pohlicatioi.
Semi Oath
an intorsatioo to:
souls@ morrayiedoer..111
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant
"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Jason Hart
to our staff as Pulpit Minister
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Open 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Fri. & Sat., Sun. thru Thurs. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Ocated Approx.

Europe
World Points
358 77
(Eng)
Westwood
1 Lee
2. Graeme McDowell (N1r) 235 60
224 88
3. Flory McIlroy (N1r)
206 50
4. lan PoultiN (Eng)
198 04
5. Luke Donakt (Eng)
6 Padreig Hamngton )1rh 168 86
15541
7 Martin Kerner (Gar)
144 71
8 Ecloardo Mohnen (ha)
137 29
9. Jushn Rose (Eng)
131 77
10. Rhys Davies (War)
European Points
1. Lee Westwood 2.815.325.37
2.157.025 29
2. tan Poulter
3. Graeae McDcwel 2.135.603 38
1 462.754 61
4 Rory Mchroy
5. Ross McGowan 1,344,158 70
6. Martin Kaymer 1,309.449.08
1,104,03888
7. Luke Donald
1.079,675 53
8 Simon Dyson
1.058,33504
9. Alvaro Otwori
10. Padraig Harringlon1,051.233 27

12 Anthony Kim
ienby
R0ben AiMcDo
3 Graeme
114

You are invited to...

SportsBrieis
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1
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2010 Ryder Cup Points
At The Celtic Manor Resort
Newport. Wales
Oct. 1-3, 2010
United States
Through June 20
Phil Mickelson 5,726 48700
3.248 69769
Jim Furyk
3.238 30928
Anthony Ken
2.892 28953
Lucas Glover
Dustin Johnson 2./80.45845
2,629.20987
Matt Kuchar
2 627 70100
Tiger Woods
2.572 58343
Steve Snicker
2.509 43300
Hunter Mahan
2.469 88869
Ben Crane
2.335 63,15
Stewart Cink
2.234 51653
Ricky Barnes
2,049 87600
Zech Johnson
1,983.94125
Rickie Fowler
1,957 38983
Jeff Overton

270436.5496
15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.cypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family
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9 a.m.

Morning Worship

10 a.m. Bible Classes for all ages
6 p.m. Evening Worship

Irtaric Road, Minn's, KY 42071
1 101
Phone (2701 753-3714; FAX (270) 719-4445
vs vs w.1 len,Likri %kis Istircli.org
-kv.net

Dur-MisbNiort Statement -

"We exist to he transformed bx.(ad. reflect the life of JesuS,
hope to thg last, andbeeame-afdanily bound Er),the cross' 24/7!"

